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INTRODUCTION. 
Early Sweden and Its Inhabitants. - The territory inhabited by the early 
Swedes was but a part of what is now known as the country of Sweden. The 
Lapps and Finns lived in the noM;hern districts, and occupied a large portion 
of what is now called Norrland. The orwegians held considerable territory 
in the west and northwest, and the extreme southern part was inhabited by 
the Danes. 
It is not definitely known, when Sweden was first inhabited by the 
Swedes, only so much is certain, that it must have occurred very early, and 
that the earliest settlements evidently were made around the large lakes in the 
southern central part of the country. 
It has formerly ~n held, that several successive large immigrations into 
Sweden have taken place, and that thus the people inhabiting the country 
during each of the successive ages, the Stone age, the Bronze age and the Iron 
age, was a distinct people with a peculiar form of civilization, each in turn 
conquering its predecessor and occupying the country. This theory is no 
longer adhered to, since later investigations have conclusively proven, that 
the same race of people baa occupied the country throughout all these ages 
and developed one form of civilization after the other, and that consequently 
the same people, mainly, which occupies Sweden of to-day, has lived there 
since time immemorial. 
The early inhabitants of Sweden were in the main one people, speaking 
the same language, and having the same religion and the same historical 
traditions. Some differences exi ted, however, with reference to social order 
and government. In this they were divided. 'o national government exic1ted 
at first. The country was divided into what we may call states -landskap-, 
each state having its own government and managing its own affairs. Two of 
these states gradually extended their dominion over neighboring states and 
settlements until they became the two leading states. In time one of these 
states - Upland - with its tributaries gained ascendency over the other -
Vastergotland and its neighboring states - in so far, that the king of the 
former was chosen king also of the latter . Later kings were chosen from 
Yastergotland. The power of the king was at first only nominal, especially in 
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Viistergotland; but the union of these peoples under oue ruler nevertheless 
paved the way for the establishment of a national government in the proper • 
sense, after which the variou1< state laws - landskapslagar - gave way to a 
national law - landslag. The first law of this kind - Magnus Ericksons 
landslag - was promulgated about 1350 A. n. 
The inhabitants of these two main divisions of the country were the Svear 
and the Gautar. 
The Svear dwelt in the states of Upland, Viistmanland, Sodermanland, 
erike and Hiilsingland, which together waB called Svealand: The land of the 
wedes. They seem to have been the leading race, and tradition accords to 
th m the honor of having established and most faithfully maintained the Asa 
worship in Sweden, and finally they gave their name to the whole country 
and its people. '.!.'heir centei; of government and religion was Upsala, the most 
famou o1 early candinavian cities, and renowned especially for its elaborate 
heathen worship and its magnificent temple, the most glorious in the North. 
The Oautar inhabited Viistergotland, Ostergotland and SmliJand, together 
ca.lied Gotaland: the land of the Goths (which now embraces all of southern 
weden.) The Gautar, no doubt, settled in Vaatergotland originally, and from 
there pread over the neighboring country. While they \Vere somewhat inferior 
to the v ar in number and political influence, they were perhaps ahead of 
them in per! ting their local governments and establishing law and order 
within th ir territory. And while the Svear had the honor of standing closest 
to th heathen worship, the Gautar must be given credit for having accepted 
chriatianity more readily and doing more for its establif1ment in the country. 
The early wedes were a strong, hardy race with powerful minds and 
vigorou bodi , masters over their environment in life and heroic in death. 
Th men were well built, light complexioned as a rule, and wore long 
beard . Tb y were stern and daring, faithful as friends but terrible as enemies. 
They were hospitable and generous, quick to appreciate and return a favor, 
and qually quick to avenge a wrong or resent an insult. Blood avengement 
played an important pa.rt in their life and history. Their occupation was 
farming, herding, hunting and fl bing. A great number spent their life on the 
, E>ither as viking , ravaging foreign shores, or as merchants and traders. 
The women were of slender build, well formed and usually light com· 
plexioned. They were brave, proud, and of a cool temperament, but also sensi· 
tive, loving, and faithful. Like the men, they were brave and fearless, and 
though their phere of usefulnes lay principally within the home, quite a 
number of them she.red with the men the hard hips of warfare and battle. 
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Civilizations, social and polltlcal conditions. - The Swedes early developed a. 
civilization, which in many respects was superior to that of any other pagan 
people; and their religion, though essentially nature and heroworship, was 
morally purer and conceptionally grander, than that of the Greeks or Ro-
mans. A few excerpts from the law, of which a. translation is herewith pre-
sented, may not be out of place in this connection, as they throw considerable 
light upon the political, social, and religious conditions existing in Sweden, 
particularly in Vii.atergotland. at the time when that law prevailed. 
Marriage was viewed more as a union between two tribes than two indi-
viduals. The father or giptarmajJrer - i. e. marriage contractor - had abso-
lute control over the unmarried woman. Often the bride bad never met the 
groom before the weddingday, but they bad learned to know ea.ch other 
through other parties, and the bride was usually not given away >'>ithout her 
consent. A man asks himself a wife (G. B. 2) and begins his asking through 
a near relative of the woman sought (G. B. 2 .) After the consent of the partie 
bas been gained (G. B. 2) the contract is made (G. B. 2) and the presents 
given (G. B. 2). Betbrotal always preceded the wedding, and the wedding 
feast lasted several days. The wife was by no means her bu band's slave, but 
his free equal. She superintended the work in the house, be outside. She even 
hired servants and bought slaves without bis knowledge, and, when be trav-
elled abroad, she bad charge of the estate. A married woman may own prop-
erty in her own name (.i:E. B. 16) and when the husband was dead be be-
came the guardian of the children (£. B. 4). Divorce was allowed, when the 
wife had been convicted of adultery ( G. B. 5) or when the parties married 
were near relatives (G. B. 7). 
Illegi.timate children inherit the mother only (JE. B. 8). Property could 
not be given away on the deathbed (.£. B. 10). 
Great streBB was laid upon a freeborn man's personal liberty and security 
- manbelgi. o one could infringe upon a free man's rights without incurring 
puni bment (B. B. 1; Md. 8: 4). The freeholder was king and priest in his own 
house. From bis rank the lawman of the state, as well as in later times, the 
bishop was chosen (R. B. 3; R. B. 2). He had the right to appear, and bad a 
voice at the Thing of all Goths - the supreme court of the state - pre ided 
over by the lawman. At thi thing laws were adopted and revised, people 
adopted into families, reconciliations made, etc., (R. B. 3). The freeholder 
paid bi tithe to the church, and furni bed provisions for the king and bis 
bailiff, or the bishop, when tbey chanced to travel through the country, but 
otherwise he was subject to no one. (Br; R. B. 1). 
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The literature of the early Swedish language is scanty, consisting of runic 
inscriptions, many of which are short and contain but little information. The 
largest and in many ways the most important inscription is that on "Rokste-
nen" in Ostergotland, Sweden. It dates from the beginning of the tenth cen-
tury, and is the lengthiest inscription found. Parts of it are in prose and 
parts in poetic form, showing, that already at this time there must have been 
quite a literature in Sweden. 
Runic inscriptions are found in great numbers in Sweden. No other 
country has so many. They are most numerous in the states lying near the 
great lakes in the center, where civilization was first developed. This period 
in Swedish language and literature is called the Runic period, which lasted 
until about 1200 A. u. 
So long as the literature had to be written in runic characters, which were, 
it seems, as a rule cut into wood or stone, it was very difficult to put any 
lengthy statementa into writing. Another hindrance was also the inadequacy 
of the runic characters to represent the different sounds. But with the intro-
duction of the Latin alphabet into the North, literary facilities became greater 
and a considerable literary activity was now noticed all over the North. Old 
songs and traditions were put into writing, new works were added; and 
altogether a remarkable interest in literature prevailed. This interest reached 
its culmination in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 
Thus the same period, that gave us the Icelandic Sagas and a compilation 
of the Eddas, works well known to the lovers of literature in the New World 
as well as the Old, brought forth a number of valuable works in the other 
Scandinavian countries also. Only a few of these have survived the ravages 
of time, and come down to us in a more or lees mutilated condition. Most 
have evidently been lost. Henrik Schlick tells us in hie History of Swedish 
literature, page 25, "that the soldiers of Gustavus Vasa. acted as demons of 
destruction in the libraries of the old cloisters. At Wadstena. they destroyed 
' inumerabiles libros'; and many old manuscripts of priceless value have been 
found pasted in the covers of the careful king's worthless documents. Even as 
late as 1681 A. D. the academic consistory of Upsala petitioned the chancellor 
of the University to be allowed to "sell old manuscripts to bookbinders and 
ragpeddlers a.ta few cents per pound." 
Old Swedish Laws. - Of the manuscripts preserved from this period in 
Swedish Literature, known as the classical old Swedish period -1200-1500 
A. n. - , none a.re of more importance than those containing the early laws of 
the different states, into which the country was divided . 
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These laws were at first only rules evolved out of common usages, but 
slowly they assumed a more fixed form. By means of tradition they were 
carried from one generation to the other in short rhymes - fiokkr - which 
were finally gathered into a continuous whole - laghsaga. The lawman -
laghmaprer - recited these laws publicly at the judicial assembly - ping. 
Of all the Scandinavian countries Sweden possesses the largest and most 
valuable collection of lawliterature. A large number of lawbooks have been 
preserved more or less complete. Each bearing the peculiar mark of the state 
or part, where it has been compiled, but otherwise very similar as to contents. 
They bear the following titles: 
1. Viistgotalagen, from about 1200 A. n. 
It was the law of Vastergotland. 
2. Ostgotalagen, from 1285-1295 A. n. 
It was the law of Ostergotland. 
3. Gutalagen, from the last part of the thirteenth century. 
It was the law of the island of Gotland. This wa.a the statute law of Got. 
land until 1645, and exists in several different editions. A German and a 
Danish manuscript of this law are copies of a redaction even prior to the one, 
from which the Swedish ha.a been copied. It is one of the most valuable laws. 
4. Uplandslagen, from 1296 was the law of Upland. It is a very impor-
tant law, and ha.a also a most >aluable introduction. It says, that Viger 
Spaa's old laws were scattered about - stronningium hafpus i flerum 
fiokkum - and were in great need of a revision. The lawman of 'I'iundaland, 
Birger Person , petitioned the king to propose some remedy. 
The king was unwilling to alter the old law, but finally ordered Birger to 
eelect a committee to revise it. He selected the dean Andreas And, and ten 
other laymen. The work was oon acco:nplished, and it waa sanctioned by 
the king in 1296. This is an evidence of the increa ing power of the king. The 
king's code of this law is very important, as it contains the outline of the con-
stitution of Sweden. 
5. Sodermannalagen received royal sanction 1327. It was the law of 
Sodermanland. Lawman Lars ffifsson is mentioned as its compiler. 
6. Vtistmannalagen exists in two different copies, made for private US\l. 
The older one is from the beginning of the fourteenth century. It was the law 
of Vii tmanland. 
7. Dala.lagen was the law of Dalarne, and it is thought that this law and 
the oldest edition of Vtistmannalagen were the same. 
8. Halsingelagen, from 1320-1327. It was the law of Hfilsingland and 
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Students of Old Swedish have expended much labor and great learning in 
order to give us a perlect text of this and the other laws. The translation 
here presented is made from the latest and best texts obtainable, the editions 
of Schlyter, Schwartz- oreen and Herman Vendell having been used. Due 
attention has also been paid to lectures delivered on the subject by Dr. J. S. 
Carlson, Profes or of the Scandinavian languages and literatures at the Uni-
versit.y of Minnesota. 
LITERARY PECULIARITIES OF THE LAW OF THE WESTGOTHS. 
Rhymes and remnants of verses a.bound in this law, but it is difficult to 
determine, which words rhyme by accident or by intentional arrangement. 
The original hort rhymes have been so interwoven into the prosaic fabric of 
the law, that many rhymes have been lost or the words interchanged in such 
a manner, that they have lost their poetical character. But there are many 
le~ intact, and by analogy it i in many instance possible to reconstruct the 
original "flokkr" or stanza. Schlyter, Rydquist, Richert, Lind and Otman 
have shown that many remnants of poetry can be detected. Even complete 
verses and stanzas have been found, composed either in kviOuhattr or liolla-
hattr. These help us not only to determine the original nur.Iei of the law, but 
also to learn the sound and quality of the letters at the time when the law 
was compiled,and thus aid us in the study of the development of the language. 
The following extracts, taken untranslated from the text, may serve a.a 
examples of rhymes and poetic ex pres ions. 
WORDS WHERE THE FIRST SOUNDS RHYME. 
1. Vowel rhymes. 
arva ok aptimrelrendre 
arvrebot-rettrerbot 
at arvi ok at uiltu 
asikkia eldrer 
axul rellrer andurstang 
en annan 
eit a.nnat 
iak a ok pu iki 
iak tok iorp jlressre 
od ok reg 
paen a otrer rer or a takrer 
undirvip - aldinvip 
p ret skal e ugilt varre 
ore firi ekiu 
oxe rellrer oknote 
Md. 1: 3. 
Md. 1:4. 
I. B. 2: 1. 
F. B. 6. 
F. S. 2:3. 
Kk. B. 17. 
Md. 13: 1. 
I. B. 2: 1. 
I. B. 2: 1. 
Md. 1:2. 
F. B. 7: 1. 
F. S. 2: 1. 
L. R. 
F.S. 3. 
F. S. 2: 2. 
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2. Consonant rhymes. 
barfotter bundit brokrer 
varprer barn til kirkiu boret ok bepis kristnu 
barn skal brymsighnre 
biargh ok bro 
bindi a bak 
pren a biorn rer betir 
biskuprer- boklrerllir mren 
sitrer biskuprer innan soknre far bondi bur 
hauum biprer ola. sik 
bitre bast af 
blat rellrer blopught 
blop ok brena 
bore biindrer i by 
am braplikre kumre bu)J bondre at huslre 
brytre af ok eigh briennre 
brotrer tak - bofastum 
bulstrer ok blreiur 
hoghre byr ok af hepnu bygh)Jer 
biin ok bot 
biin - byrire 
bondmr - bokarlrer 
biitrer biura 
i diki dot 
drak ok dipi 
til drape ok til do pre 
drrepin ok af daghum takin 
i dyre dot 
i drek rellrer i dy 
faldrer fapir fra 
PY betir fingin frest renkia 
firigiort srer ok fripi sinum 
mrep fiplu far 
a flret farre 
af fornu fari 
stigbrer fotum af fostrerlandi 
)Jrer skal fyls vat firi gangre 
fre af falby 
frest ok umfrerjJ 
frestir - far 
d. 
f. 
I>. B. 5. 
Kk.B. 1. 
Kk. B. 1. 
F. B. 6. 
Md. 8: 1. 
F. B. 7: 1. 
Kk. B. 1. 
Kk. B. 15::3. 
I. B. 20. 
B. B. 5. 
Md. 11, 14: 2. 
I. B. 5. 
F. B. 4: I. 
I. B. 13: 2. 
ll. B. 9. 
Md. 11. 
I. B. 15: l. 
Br. 3. 
G. B:2. 
Kk. B. 1. 
Md. 1: 3. 
R. B. 9: 2. 
I>. B. 8: 1. 
ll. B. 3: 
Md. l. 
F. B. 10. 
I. B. 12. 
LE. B. 21. 
G. B. 6. 
LE. B. 15. 
L. H. 
I. B. 3: 1. 
M. 7. 
LE. B. 12: 1. 
I>. B. 13. 
F. B. 5. 
M. 4. 
LE. B. 8: 3. 
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gangrer a grip ok giirre sret 
grerre - grip 
g. 
til garps grerre griprer at bepres 
ti! garps ok grindrer 
skyld at gialdre rellrer gref at liinre 
mrep gighu gangar 
giptrer af garpi 
pren gopa grip 
grrenmer skulu i garp gangre 
giitre - grrennre 
h. 
ata.ndrer a halai ok a hiifpi ok hrerirer man 
i handum ha.vir 
hat hovop 
hemre i huaum ok hreakrep 
hloprer ma.prer a hrer kip 
hof fre ok horn fre 
hold ok hup 
hreat at ha.vre 
huggre mred hua.aai ge I 
til hugs ok ti! ha.ngre 
hult ha.lini 
mrep hund ok mrep hirpre 
til hue ok til hems 
bu konre hup trukin 
hva.rium sum hlotrer fa! 
Vrendir ban hrel ok hna.kkre athemkynnum 
pa.en a hrerre rer hrendir 
hiighre byr ok af hepnu bygbprer 
kari- kiatu 
hrengir klokka i kyrkiu 
aitir um knif ok kiitatycki 
kono - ka.rmans 
kono rellrer ko 
k. 
kru ur ok klokkor, kalka ok mresaufa.t 
kvrern draghit ok ko molkret 
l. 
sua sum lagh aighire i landi preasu 
lagha lot 
vip land ok konong um lagh aighire 
land ok laghman 
0. 2. 
I>. B. 13. 
G. B. 9:1. 
I>. B. 4: 1. 
R. B. 7. 
L. R. 
.LE. B. 21: 1. 
L. R. 
I>. B. 5. 
M.2. 
0. 10. 
I>. B. 3: 1. 
F.B. 10. 
P. B. 17. 
0. 10. 
I>. B. 19: 2. 
R. B. 9. 
F.B. 4. 
L. R. 
Md. 8. 
I>. B. 5: 1. 
F. S. 6:3. 
I>. B. 9. 
L. R. 
I. B. 14. 
.LE. B. 12: 1. 
F.B. 7:1. 
I. B. 15: 1. 
P.R. 5: 2. 
Kk. B. 10. 
0. 8. 
v. s. 2. 
R. B. 5: 5. 
Kk. B. 5. 
G. B. 6: 3. 
G. B. 9: 7. 
F. B. 7: 2. 
I>. B. 5: 1. 
I>. B. 11. 
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firigiort landi ok losum orum 
landsvist ok !Osum orum 
undir las ok lykki 
lepiss ti! landaimrerkis 
!if sit latre 
hin ska! lukai firi unningirelagh 
i luktu rellair laistu kari 
pa ska! han lysa sum lagh sighire 
sva inlaindair sum lagh )Jerrai sighire 
!Ofs ok loks 
!Osai mrep laghum 
!Osis sum lagh sighia 
m. 
magbrendai mapair ovormagbai 
miolk or mopor spinai 
ti! mots ok ti! maissu 
mre!J mund ok mre!J mrelre 
ny ok nreprer 
riprer i ok rrendrer or 
af roppo raka 
pren a roof rer reser 
sak sokire 
sandair at sak 
sar synai 
sipam smyria 
skama ok skapre 
n. 
r. 
s. 
skapa!J klrepi ok skirept vakn 
a skip allrer ti! skogs 
sko nysmurpre 
spik ok spirer 
spiltrer allrer sprrengdrer 
staf sin hos stingre 
standre stulper liggia sillir 
stiborp stopu ok stulprer 
stingrer ok starvi 
sokre si)lren srer af ha.ode 
ti! torf ok ti! tireru 
t. 
0. 2. 
0. 4 . 
I>. B. 5: 1. 
I>. B. 12: 1. 
I>. B. 3. 
I>. B. 18. 
I>. B. 5: 2. 
I>. B. 14. 
R. B. 1. 
I. B. 7: 3. 
P. B. 13. 
P. B. 12: 2. 
B. B. 3. 
I>. B. 8: 1. 
0: 6. 
lE. B. 7. 
I>. B. HJ. 
lE. B. 17. 
L. R. 
F. B. 7: 1. 
G. B. 3. 
S. B. 1. 
S. B. 1. 
L. R. 
L. R. 
P. B. 19. 
lE. B. 13: 2. 
L. R. 
S. B. l . 
I>. B. 1. 
F. B. 10. 
Kk. B. 6. 
M. 2. 
F . B. 6. 
I. B.17:1. 
Md. 8: 
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piuf ok piu~ 
piuf til pings 
p. 
havi ok pole pret sum han fek 
prrel sum pirengn 
v. 
i klrepum vafprer ok i vaggu laghprer 
pren a vargh rer vindrer 
py skal var)Jre firi aldri vangomslu 
vatn ok dy varghi ok piuvi 
va)Jre Ire t - vilia lrest 
mre)J va)Jre vrerki 
mre)J vin ok mre)J vitni 
mre)J vitu rellrer valdi minu 
vi)Jrer )Jam vighit van 
vrerk a vinnre 
at )Ju vart a vighvrelli mrep vrepsvilire 
Md. 8. 
I>. B. 3. 
L . R. 
Md. 13: 1. 
I>. B: 17. 
F. B. 7: 1. 
F.B. 6. 
F.B. 6. 
S. B. 4:8. 
.LE. B. 11. 
I>. B. 19: 12. 
I>. B. 7. 
Kk. B. 12. 
S. B. 6: 1. 
Md. 3: 1. 
II. WORDS IN WIDCH THE CENTRAL SOUNDS RHYME. 
1. Two syllable rhymes. 
kra.kre ok flakre 
vrakre - takre 
ren ok st.en 
rend ok st.end 
greri hvemle)Jrer sik vre)Jren 
motres reg ok lreggrer 
vrer)J rellrer umfrerp 
mre)Jrerni - freprerni 
2. Oae syllable rhymes. 
um lagh sigbia 
i !Oghu rellrer i bastughu 
takre - lukre 
taka - vrrekre 
ransa.k synire 
aptrer til skiptis 
grers at gorvarghrer 
garp ok ior)J 
freperni - mo)Jrerni 
nat ok jamlangre 
gangar-far 
gighu - fi)Jlu 
I>l. 
G. B. 1. 
I. B. 19: 1. 
I . B. 18. 
F.B.11. 
v. s. 1: 2. 
I. B. 2. 
.LE. B. 8: 3. 
in many places. 
0. 6. 
.LE. B. 4: 2. 
R. B. 1. 
I>. B. 5. 
.LE. B. 5. 
0. 9. 
I. B. 14. 
Md. 1: 5. 
B.B. 9. 
L.R, 
L. R. 
III. WORDS IN WHlCH THE LAST SOUNDS RHYME. 
1. Full rhyme. 
ren ok st.en 
rend ok stend 
I. B. 19: 1. 
I. B. 18: 
• 
V rerp rellrer umfrerp 
kre.kre ok fle.kre 
vrakre ok takre 
garp ok jorp 
te.kre - Jukre 
te.ka - vrrekre 
INTRODUCTION. 
2. Half rhyme. 
I. B. 2. 
I>l. 
G. B. 1. 
I. B. 14. 
£. B. 4: 2. 
R. B. 1. 
IV. Verses or remnants of verses and stanzas. 
pa rer kristna var 
ok allir kristnir, 
konongrer, bondrer 
ok allir bokarlrer, 
biskuprer ok allir 
boklrercfa mren 
hors ok ok not, 
hoffre ok hornfre 
ska.pap klrepi 
ok skirept va.kn 
pem ska.I mrep vin 
ok vittni kopre 1) 
PY ska.I varpre 
firi aldri vangomslu: 
suit ok klavi, 
biargh ok bro, 
ve.tn ok dy 
varghi ok piuvi 
a.sikkire, ran, 
eidrer ok biorn, 
stingrer ok ste.rvi 
at ban rer eigh se.ndrer 
sa.rremaprer bans, 
ok eigh var map vrepsvilire, 
a. vighvalli 
iak tok 
iorp pressre 
at arvi 
ok at uiltu 
ok jak a 
ok pu ikki 
vrettre i. 
Kk. B. 1. 
I>. B. 19: 2. 
F. B. 6: 
F. B. 1: 
S. B. 2. 
I. B. 2: 2. 
21 
1) :See V. G. L. II, in loco, where the two la.st lines are found as here gi>en. 
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iak koptre 
iorp pressre 
mrep frest 
ok mrep urnfoorp 
at uiltu, oksua 
sum lagh sigbia, 
ok iak a 
ok pu iki 
vrettre i. 
iak fOdde ban bemre 
i husum ok breskrep, 
prer dipi ok drak miolk 
af mopor spina. 
INTRODUCTION. 
prer var i klrepum vafprer 
ok i vaggu laghprer. 
py a iak ban, 
ok pu iki 
prer reru pry Ol, 
rer jammykit, 
skal bot.re at prrel sum pirengn: 
eit rer brullop, 
annat giftrerol, 
pripire rer rervisol. 
hlOprer maprer 
a brerskip 
ok girers bunkabrytreri, maprer standrer 
a halsi ok hofpi 
ok hrerirer man. 
sitrer husprere i bo, 
havir barn i knre 
ok annat i kuipi, 
far kristindom, vrendir han 
hrel ok hnakkre 
at hemkynnum 
ok stighrer fotum 
af fostrerlandi. 
Stop hors 
i skoghum gangre, 
all py fyl 
sum affo pres. 
py hetir flngin 
frest renkia. 
I. B. 2: 2. 
I>.B.17. 
Md. 13: 1. 
0. 10. 
£. B. 12: 1. 
£. B. 16: 1. 
G.B. I). 
Soke sipren 
srer af hande, 
INTRODUCTION. 
gildren ok eigh ugildren 
Standre stulprer 
ok stiborp, 
liggrer prreskulli 
ok holagh, 
re a maprer 
miulnustap 
mre)'ren re fang al 
uroten reru 1) 
ti! hogs 
ok til hangre, 
ti! drape 
ok til do pre 
til torfs 
ok til tireru, 
ngildren firi rervre 
ok reftrermrelrendre, 
sua firi kiurkiu 
sum firi konungre 
ivirlosir vrerre 
ok Iosgiur)'ir 
ok barfOttir, bandit, 
brokrer vip knre 
prer skal fylsvat 
firi gangre 
rellrer IOere mrep Iaghum 
pa ska! lysre 
sum lagh sighia, 
bin skal lukre firi 
unningialagh. 
pren a hrerre, 
rer hrendir; 
jlren a rref, 
rer reeer; 
pren a vargh, 
rer vindrer; 
Pren a biorn, 
1) Given as normalized by Otman q. v. in loco. 
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I. B. 17:1. 
M. 2. 
I>. B. 
I>. B. 5: 1 
I>. B. 13. 
I>. B. 1 . 
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rer betir; 
pren a relgh, 
rer frellir. 
pren a otrer, 
rer or a takrer 
havi ok pole 
}:lret sum han fek, 
skama ok ska}:lre 
krussur ok klokkor, 
kalka ok mressufat 
standre stulprer, 
liggia stillir 
ren per vi}:lrer pren, 
vighit van 
firigiort landi 
ok !Osum orum 
landsvist, ior}:l 
ok !Osum orum 
sitir um knif 
ok kotstykki 
firigiort srer 
ok fripi sinum 
riprer i 
ok rrendrer or 
rer han havir 
handamrelli 
kurern draghit 
ok ko molkret 
ti! gar}:ls grerre 
griprer at bepres 
sua sum Jagh sighire 
i Iandi pressu 
sua inlrendrer, 
sum Jagh sigbire 
INTRODUCTION. 
F. B. 10. 
L. R. 
KkB. 5. 
KkB. 6. 
Kk B. 12. 
0. 2. 
0. 4. 
0. 8. 
.£. B. 15. 
.iE. B. 17. 
.iE. B. 22. 
G. B. 6: 3. 
G.B. 9:1. 
G. B. 9. 
R. B. 1. 
skyld a.t gialrlre 
rellrer gref at lonre 
hoghre byr 
ok af bef'nu byghl.'rer 
grrennrer skulu 
i garp gangre 
vi)' land ok konong, 
sum la.gh sighirc 
ok haldre tlri rem 
hrest havir a handum 
ny ok nre)'rer, 
ra.r nrestu 
INTRODUCTION. 
ren bra.plikre kumre bup 
bondre at huslre 
pret skal e 
ugilt va.rre 
ma.j:>rer til huggre 
mrep hv i gesl. 
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R. B. 7. 
I. B. 15: 1. 
I>. B. 5. 
I>. B. 5: 1. 
I>. B. 
I>. B. 19. 
F. B. 4. 
L. R. 
L. R. 
Th translation here presented is a.a literal M po ible. ome deviation 
from the order in which the words appear in the original text have been 
n ry in order to make it intelligible in English, but such deviations a.re as 
few as po ible. Certain parts of the la.w are more easily tran lated than 
oth rs, as for exa.mpl th Church code, Bi hop Bryniolf's Ordinance, a.nd the 
oth r short addition at the close. But the main portion, which of course is 
th old t, with its short and pregnant expre ions. i allitera.tione a.nd pro-
verbial form or expree ion, i exceedingly diftlcuJt to tran late, except by long 
and tediom1 pa.raphr 
ome words are in fact untra.n la.table. In ucb ca.see either the original 
word has been kept, or the beet word obtainable in English used. When old 
wedi h word have been retained, they have always been explained, but the 
explanation appears only once. a is always found where the word is met for 
the first time in the text. 
In a. f w plac it has been found necessary t<> add some words in order to 
make the text clear, but such words are italicized. 
Proper names have as a. rule been pelled according to the wedish orthog-
raphy of the pre nt day, the reason for which will bee ily evident to the 
reader. 
2 
26 I. "TRODt:CTJO, • 
In pl wh re i haa been found n ary to rer r to any part of the law, 
th abbreviations or th old wedish h adin of th c d have been used. 
Th uperscription of every cod i f r this rea on al o gh·en in both old we-
di h and Engli h. 
Explanat ry not.e have been added only in o far, they have been 
y to a correct und r tanding of th te t. 
common not only t 
Ii h, and that th rult 
fr. n th their opinion 
and cu tom , wh th r th y liwd in th • andioavi n countri , G rmany or 
Orea Britain. .\ al'l'ful tu<ly of th law~ will nahl u to parate the 
addition of al nnin what pa are of the great. 
age. W may th n find, that v n in h ath n and barbarian tim , our 
forefath rs had a wond rfull k n on ption of right and wrong. 
Thi tran la ion !aim to nothing bu nn arn t !fort by a beginner, 
Am ri n tudent, 
r, w;th old I wli rature of 
wed en. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
9. 
10. 
11. , 'ordboern s Aandsliv, Ro nberg, 
76. 
3. 
2. 
9 . 
97. 
n, 1 66. 
12. De , 'ordgermaniske Re kilders Histori , K . .llanrer, Rrlstiania, 1 7 . 
13. tat.en Vastergotland, J. R. Kjell~n. 
14. Dictionari , et.c. 
-
KIRKIU BOLK.tER. 
Church Code. 
Here begins the lawhook of the We tgoths. 1) 
Christ i8 first in our law, 2) then i our hri tian doctrine - rhttrl'h -
and all christians, kings, freeholders, and all having a ttled home, bi hops 
and all booklearned men. 
A hild is brought to church and baptism is asked then ball father and 
moth r provid godfather and godmother, and salt and water. It shall 
be brought to the church. Then they shall call on the prie11t. He hall live at 
the par onage of the parish. The child shall be primsigned 8) before it can 
be brought int-0 the church - firi uta>n kirkiu dyr -. Then the baptiamal font 
shall be consecrated, the priest baptiw the child, the godfather bold it and the 
godmother name it. The priest shall say how long the father and mother 
hall care for it. Is the child taken sick, can not be brought to church, then 
the godmother hall hold it and the godfather baptize it in water, if that can 
1) The lawbook of tho Westgotbs lhdng in VS.Stergotland. The other 
state inhabited by them had their own laws. 
2) Tbj code is, no doubt, comparatively old. M christianity WM intro-
duced quite early in 'i'iil!t rgotland ( in tr.), but the fact that it hM been 
placed first in the manu ript, which we po , does not indicate that it is 
the oldest or the first written and adopted; it shows only, that in the opinion 
of the copyist this code WM the most important at tbi time i and be may al o 
by this arran~ment hM·e wi11bed to place the law under toe grace and pro-
tection of Cbn t. Besides that the copyist may himself have been one of the 
cl rgy. 
3) Brymsighna: Primum signum facere: primsigne. Before the child wa 
brought into the church to be baptized, the priest made the sign of the cro 
on the child' forehead and over its heart, and gave to it during prayer and 
exorcisms the sanctifying salt. Thls custom waa very common in the church 
at that time, and a primsigned per on enjoyed certain rights and privileges 
on account of it. These rights and privileges were, however, different in differ-
ent countries. The chnrcb of weden WM Roman Catholic until the conven-
tion of ViisterAs 1527. 
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be found, in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost. Then 
it may be buried in the church graveyard and have right to inherit. 
a. 1) The child arrives alive, then it shall be primsigned and baptized, but 
only once. A child takes sick, the mother is alone at home, then she shall bap-
tize and name it. Then it may be buried in the church graveyard and has a 
right to inherit. A child is primsigned and not baptized, then it shall not be 
buried in the church graveyard, and has not right to inherit. 
b. The freeholders wish to build a church, then permission shall be asked 
from the bishop. He shall consent. Now the church is built, then shall the 
giftland 2) be granted to it. A field worth half a mark and a meadow bring-
ing twenty loads of hay and the eight part of an Eight, S) and a part of the 
common pasture and houses: Mansion, outhouse, stable and barn. These the 
freeholders shall build, but the priest keep in order. Ma.ssrobes, chalices, 
chalicecloth, chasuble, priestflllet, handcloth, surplice, girdle and headcloth, 
these the freeholders shall furnish for the church and maintain the church 
itself. The bishop shall consecratP them. Then one shall go to the bishop and 
with him agree upon a meetingday, when the church shall be consecrated. 
Then the bishop shall send his men to receive headtithe 4) from all these per-
1) The paragraphs a, b, c, are supplied from the later edition of the law. 
One leaf is cut out in codex A, and as Codex B. has these paragraphs, they are 
here inserterl. See Schlyter and Otman in loco. 
2) Skotnin~: Giftland. Land could be given away only in the following 
way: The receiver's cloak was held outspread by some witnesses, and the 
donor ca.st into it a hand full of soil from the land to be given a.way where-
upon the receiver took the cloak with the oil upon it. Then ownership in the 
land was legally transferred, and the process was called skotning. 
S) Attungi: Eight. One of the parts into which a village was divided. 
4) Hovotitiundi: The large tithe; headtithe (Icelandic; hin meiri tiund). 
Besides the regular tax to the clergy, the church, and the paupers, which was 
exacted yearly from the produce of the field and the herd, another tithe was 
demanded in certain parts of the orth, called: hovotitiundi, and which was 
levied on real aa well as per ona.l property. Originally thi tithe was a. legal 
fee in the Scandinavian peninsula and Iceland, but later, when the yearly 
tithes were introduced it became in these countries a voluntary gift most 
everywhere, called "sjiilagA.fva", i. e., a gift for the ea.I vation of the soul. In 
the southern part of Sweden and orway, where the people first accepted 
christianity, and where church practices shot deeper roots, it was a legal fee 
beside the new church tax. owhere was this tithe paid more regularly than 
in Vaatergotland. It was demanded at the consecration of a church when 
the freeholders alone should tithe, and from any one, who had commit~ car-
dinal sin. Every citizen of the land should tithe at least once, generally at the 
time when he had inherited property. Later even thoBtl, who had not inheri-
ted should tithe, in the third year after their marriage, of the property they the~ possessed. Did either of them inherit property later, t~e~ they should 
pay a tithe from that. The only property exempt from this tithe was the 
freeholder's and his wife's everyday clothes, timber brought home from the 
forest, grain "because from that tithe is given every year", hay and unbroken 
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sons, who had not headtithed within the last ten years, but the headtithe 
shall be divided into three parts: one for the bishop, another for the church, 
and a third for the priest. 
c) The bishop bolds not a meeting day for the freeholders, then he shall 
pay a fine of six marks. 1) His hindrances are these: If the king has sent him 
a message; second, if the archbishop bas sent him a message; third, if be lies 
sick. The parishioners shall be informed within two da.:is, that "he bas a. 
hindrance and hence can not bold a rneetingda.y for them." The freeholders 
accuse him of, that be did not inform them in proper time, then bis master of 
horse shall prove it with twelftboath , 2) ask so the gods 8) to help him and 
bis witnesses, as be tells the truth, that be sent them word as soon as be re-
ceived information himself." 
2. 
The freeholders do not hold a meetingday for the bishop, pay a fine of 
three marks. Their lawful hindrance is: If the provisions 4) gathered for the 
colts. Later still one could not be compelled to tithe, unless ten years had 
pa-ssed since he tithed la t. (See Bish. Br. Ord.) In the later edition of the 
V. G. L. this tithe is levied only on personal property. Headtithe was first 
demanded at the consecration of a church, iu order to create a fund for the 
church. Then it was demanded of every person once in his life and for cardinal 
sin "in order that future members of the church, and such persons, who be-
cause of their sins must buy themselves readmittance into the church, should 
share in this burden." (Maurer.) 
1) Mark: Pound. One pound of iJ,.er in weight. 1 mark= ore; one 
ore = 8 ortugs. As there are no corresponding English word, the Swedish 
word is retained. 
2) Tylftar eprer: Twel~hoath. The oath of twelve men, who together 
swore in the so called twelfthoat. This jury of twelve was called t.yJpt, i. e. 
twel~h. A very common institution in old Swedi h courts and somewhat 
similar to our jury. 
8) Bi):lia, sua se mer guo hol etc. The formula of oath must needs have 
been the same in all instances, although the copyist ha.a used abreviations. 
Leffler, Otman et. al. have clearly demonstrated , that the word guo can be 
nothing but a. nominative or accusative neuter plural nouu, with a collective 
meaning. Any special god or goddess is not implored. but all the gods and 
goddesses jointly, which evidences the solemnity of the oath. lt is not im-
probable, that a heathen formula of oath could be used al o in cbriatian times. 
The learned Catholics are famous for their easy accomoda.tion to circum-
stances, and here they could simply give a new meaning to the old expression 
while the sjmple folk could ·without any serious scruples use an oath so famil: 
iar, and so sacred because of age. According to Leffler, the oath formula. 
common in the North must have read thus: Sva se mer goCl boll, sem ek satt 
segi, gr6m er ek lyg. 
4) Gengirer):l: Provisions for entertainment. Provisions for the en~rtain­
ment or the king, the bishop or the king's bailiff during thPir travels. These 
provisions should be supplied by the state or pariah, which they visited or 
through which they chanced to travel. 
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entertainment of the bishop, burn. They shall provide entertainment for two 
days 1) and until the evening of the third for the bishop and twelve men with 
him, he himself the thirteenth. And he and all his clerks may drink mead 2). 
3. 
AF KIRKIU VJET (RJET) S). 
About church oath (right). 
If a man is killed in a church, that is felony. Then the church is al-
together desecrated. Takes it place within ten winters since they headtithed, 
then they shall give the bishop three marks for consecration and two days 
entertainment. If it is ten years since they headtithed, and they wish to have 
the church consecrated, then they shall headtithe. 
4. 
Tenants shall not headtithe more than once, unless they so wish or should 
fall into cardinal sins 4.) 
5. 
Should the alta.retone 5) become loose, then the priest shall notify the 
bishop or risk hie three marks. Then shall the freeholders give the bishop 
three marks for consecration of the altar and two days entertainment. And 
for the whole churchyard fence three mark , for a part of the churchyard fence 
twelve ore. Cro and bells, chalices and massrobes, these the bishop shall 
consecrate for that tithe, which the freeholders give him, also confirm children. 
6. 
le a church old - and in need of repair - stand the stays, lie the sills, 
are the doorposts and the upper ill 6) complete, lies the roofcomb whole, the 
1) rottrer : Night. The old Scandinavians counted by the nights instead 
of the days, and by winters instead of year . 
2) Miop: Mead. A drink common in the North, made from malt sweet-
willow, Myrica gale and honey. ' 
3) This superscription seems to be out of place. It is also uncertain 
whether the word vrot should not rather be read root. The words "ran" and 
"drap" have even been proposed as substitutes. One later ms. has even the 
word "drap" in this place. 
4) Hovopsyndir: Peccata mortalia; cardinal sins. Such were theU, mur-
der, adultery, and apostacy during persecution.. For these the church inflicted 
public punishment, and in Vastergotland headt1the was also demanded. 
5) Altrerresten : Altarstone. Really t~e altar itself or the upper slab. The 
altars in medireval churches were often built of stone. 
6) Frestiband: Upper sill. The upper beams or logs in the walls of a 
loghouse. 
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altar stone and altar, if these are all whole, the church may have the same 
consecration, even though they repair it. 
7. 
The church is broken into, and the massrobes stolen, that is felony. That 
is a nine marks case to the church, likewise to the county and to the king 1.) 
1. If entrance is made, when the doors are open, the priest shall make 
good the loss, which the church suffered, to the amount of three marks, and 
not any more even if greater damage is done. 
2. Is entrance effected by digging under the sill, then the priest is not 
responsible. 
3. The perpetrator is found, then he shall pay three marks to the priest, 
when the church has had her all. 
8. 
A church burns, then shall the priest pay a fine of three marks. The priest 
shall be responsible for the front candles 2), and for the hind candles 2) he who 
lights them. 
1. The church robes catch fire in a church from the front candles, then the 
priest shall pay for them, what they are worth, up to three marks, not any 
more, even if the injury is greater. 
2. There is a dispute between the freeholder and the priest, says the 
priest: "The freeholder lighted", and he denies, then let him bring forth a 
twelfth oath, that he did not light, when he has testified, then the priest shall 
pay the fine. 
9. 
The priest carries the masR robes home, and are they injured there, he shall 
pay as they were worth, with a sworn oath, that they were not better. 
10. 
A bell hangs in a church, falls, hits some one on the head, the parish shall 
pay a fine of nine marks - the trustee a freeholder - 8) if he, who was hurt 
dies therefrom. 
1) An equal fine should be paid to the county anrl to the king. Sometimes 
fines of different amounts were paid to the different parties, but very often 
they were as in the above case of the same amount to all. 
2) Framlius, baklius: Front and hind candles. Framlius, candles so placed, 
that they were in front of the priest, when he stood facing the altar. The 
candles that were behind him, when in this position, were called baklius. 
3) Kirkiu droten iorpe~handi: 'l'he trustee a freeholder. Evidently a cor-
ruption of the text. Schlyter, Schwartz and Noreen refer at this place to V. G. 
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1. A bell fa.Us from a beliry, hits some one on the head, the parish shall 
pay a fine of three marks, if be dies. 
2. Does it fall and hit the priest or the sexton on the head, care for them-
selves. 
3. Break the bell for them, then it i imperfect, and they are not liable to 
a. fine. 
4. If ome other man cau the bell to fall, it breaks thereby, is it worth 
tha.n three mark , then he shall pay according to its worth, and not more 
than three marks, even if it is worth more. 
11. 
If th r a diff rence of opinion in th pa.ri h the majority shall rule. 
12. 
ome one i killed or wounded within the church yard, pay to the bishop 
a fine of three marks. Then the priest shall not bold service before the bishop 
gives his con nt, without ri king bis three mark . The bi bop shall bring caae 
again t tbe parish, but the parish against him, who committed the murder. 
1 . ome one i 8.88aulted or taken by the hair within the church yard, 
th n the pri t hall not say m before be ha permi , ion from the bishop 
or the d an of the district. The parish shall pay a fine of twelve ore to the 
bi hop, but the bring against him, who disturbed the peace. 
2. Th pari bioners deny the deed, y peace is not disturbed, then ball 
the officer of the bi hop receive twelfth oath from the parishioners. Ask so 
the god to h Ip them and their witne , that there is no disturbance of 
peace, such that the bishop has any case in the matter. 
13. 
The fence abou the church property hall be divided betwC(>n the different 
e ta~s. S) n e tate hall fence the same as another. Lies the whole church 
fence open, that is a of three marks. That belongs to the bishop. Lies 
half of it open, that is a c of twelve ore. The bishop O\Yns that. Lies one 
third open, that is a c of six ore. The bi hop owns that. After that the 
L. II. Kk. B. 17. , wh re this paragraph read : bote fore saku IX. marker 
arvannm oc iortheganda girelde ilict mather sum man etc. (pay the parish 
therefore nine marks and the freeholders pay one as much aa the other). The 
copyiRt of V. G. L. I. b evidently left out ome words as the inserted words 
alone give no meaning. ' 
8) Bol: E tate, farm. The estate is of uncertain dimensions. Bo! mean , 
however, land with living-bou on it, for when there are two dwellings on 
a piece of land it i called two bol. £. B. 21. 
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county is entitled to eight ortugs for each part- i.e. that lied open -. And 
the fence ahout the church shall always be in perfect condition both winter 
and summer. 
14. 
A child nP.eds baptism, a man the Lord's supper, the child shall be baptized 
before the man is given the Lord's supper. 
omeone needs the extreme unction , another wants to commune, then 
hall the man wanting communion be attended to before the one wanting the 
extr me unction. 
1. A child does not receive baptism, ome one not the Lord's supper, or 
the extreme unction. Does the priP.st lack valid reasons for not attending to 
them, then he is liable to a fine of three marks to the bi11hop and three mark 
to the plaintiff. 1) 
I) aksokhenden. En or n is the definite article suffix. This definite article 
is peculiar to the ndinavian languages. It is seldom found in old Icelandic 
literature, particularly the Eddlll!. Even in Old 'wed ish it ·was used most 
sparingly. In the main portion of V. G. L. I. , that is the portion that ~oe 
befor L. R. it occurs only nineteen times, while in the I>. L. it appears eight 
time , and in the Br nineteen times, just as many times as in the whole main 
portion of the la.w, which iR more than twenty times as large. 
From this the conclusion can IX> drawn, that the definite ufflxed article, 
so common and 110 nece ary in the andinavian languages of to-day, did not 
appear before the eleventh century. It!! use grew quite rapidly, however, and 
a.s early as the thirteenth centurj-, it had become a necessary part of the lan-
guage in order to expres exact thought. This article appears in the follo~;ng 
word. in thi la.w viz: 
saksokhenden .................. nc. sing ............. KkB. 
prreRtins .......................... gen. " 
rettin ................... .... ........ nom." 
Ra.kinre ............................ ac. 
aksokren ....................... " 
banren ............................. " 
"aksokren ............... -........ nom." 
mannin ............................ ac. 
bono ................................ dat. " 
arwanum ..................... ... " 
nremdin ........................... " 
pavrens ........................... gen. " 
pavanum ........................ dat. " 
sunnudaghin ................... ac. " 
skyldinre ......................... " " 
vrert'it ............................. " 
bondin ............ ...... .......... . nom." 
ska.j:'ren ........................... ac. 
lekrerin ............................ nom." 
~~ii~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::~. ,Pl~::::::::::: 
J:'ridmngm ....................... a.c. smg ............ . 
fremtungin ...................... " " 
Md. 
B.B. 
.E. B. 
G.B. 
G. 13. 
RB. 
I. B. 
P.B. 
F .. 
L . R. 
L. R. 
L.M. 
pl. 
" 
14: 1 
20: 1 
1:4. 5 
5:6 
5:7 
14:1 
75:-
9:-
5:-
24:-
5: 1 
: 1 
:1 
0:-
7:-
4:-
5:1 
5:1 
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2. A priests lawful hinderance are: 
First if the bishop has called him and he has already left home; secondly, if 
he is sick; thirdly if he a.ya quiet mass; 1) fourthly if he has driven out into 
the parish to help the sick. 
3. E ven if saying mass, he shall lay aside his massrobes and go to the 
aid of the sick, unless he is saying quiet mass. 
4. Is there a disagreement between them, freeholder and priest. The free-
holder says, that the priest has no proper excuse, then the priest shall prove 
in his defense, by six priests, that he had lawful hindrance. 
15. 
The priest shall give the extreme unction to the freeholder and the free-
holder' wife, the freE>holder's son and daughter, his oldest child, for his 
tithe. But for every servant, that he anoints, the freeholder shall give him 
two ore, and likewise for all men not giving their tithe, and one ore for the 
grave and burial of all freeborn men, who have communed, and one ortug for 
nightwatching. ot any more even if he stays up more nights. No more 
need he watch, if not the priest or the freeholder so wish, and even if the 
corpse shall lie three nights at home. Will he keep it longer, pay an ortug for 
ea.ch night. 1. Ague t dies at some freeholder's home, take one ore's worth of 
his belongings and give the priest for burial and nightwatching. The priest is 
in duty bound to commune the guest as well as the freeholder. 2. Dies a beg-
gar, then has the priest a right to staff and bag for burial. 3. Sits a bishop 
within the parish, sends the freeholder word to him, asks him for extreme 
unction, then is he in duty bound to give him the unction. Have a half mark 
for it. 
16. 
One priest goes into the parish of another priest, carries a book and cleri-
utlandin .......................... nom. plur......... " 
tindren, twice ................. ac. sing ............. Br. 1 
biskup ins, twice .. ....... ... gen. sing .......... . 
prre tins, twice............... " " 
kirkiunnar, twice............ " 
spita.lsin , " ......... ... ... " 
saksokirenum. twice ..... .. dat. " 
tiundanum, thrice........... " 
" " 
" ,, 
loten ........ ........................ '' '' '' '' 
kirkiunre ......................... nom. " " 3 
naturinni ... .. ............. ... .... dat. " " 5 
kirkiren ........ .... ............... nom. " " 6 
1) )Jigiande mressa: Quiet ma.a . Thus the communion mass and consecra-
tion was called in the Roman Catholic Church, because it is read and sung 
very low. 
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cal apurtenances and reads over people, then be is liable to a fine of three 
marks. Pay one ore to the bishop and twelve to the priest. 
17. 
The tithes shall be set apart on the field. 1rhe priest takes what is due t he 
church according to its consecration. Then shall the remainder be divided 
into three equal parts, one to the bishop, another to the church, and the third 
to the poor people. 
1. The priest owns all the quick tithe, 1) and the offering that to crossfoot 
comes on Good Friday. 2) 
18. 
A freeholder dies within one parish and wishes to be buried within an-
other, then the priest shall consecrate the corpse and follow as far as to the 
garden gate, not farther unless he wishes. Then be shall have one half of the 
burial fee, and the other half goes to the priest that receives the corpse. 
19. 
Should someone wish to give the priest a gift, that is two bushels or one 
ortug. 
20. 
A man owns a farm in one village and seeds away from home - in another 
parish - , then be shall tithe to the priest and church, where the property is 
situated, and be responsible for the fence about that church. 
1. A man seeds a single field in a village, then be shall leave the priest's 
tithe on the field and all other tithes he shall remove. 
2. A freeholder lives in an unsettled district, seek that church which is 
nearest to him, if be so wishes. 
3. A tenant may not be compelled to seek parish privileges out of the 
church village into another parish. 
21. 
Blood is shed by accident in the churchyard, then shall the award together 
with the blood be cut up and thrown out of the churchyard, and the church-
yard is not defiled thereby. 
22. 
The priest may not drive anyone from the church, except the one whom 
the bishop bas forbidden to enter. The freeholders may drive away an out-
lawed person, if they wish, no guilt attaches to the priest in that case. 
1) Kvikker tiundi: Quick tithe. The tithe of living animals. 
2) Offerings were placed on the altar at the foot of the cross in the church. 
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AF MANDRAPI. 
On Manslaughter. 
A man is killed and his life taken, then the murder shall be announced at 
the thing 1) and then told the heirs and, on the second thing, and on the third 
thing bring accusation of murder, or else the case is lost. Then shall the mur-
derer go to the thing and stand outside, sending in men to ask safe conduct. 
The thingmen2) shall promise him a lawful consideration of his case. He 
shall admit this accusation of murder. 
1. Then the heir hall name the murderers. He has the right to bring 
accusations of murder against whichever one he wishes, if there are several 
murderers. He, who is the nearest relative on the father's side, shall together 
with the child name the murderers. Ha the wife a child in her lap, she shall 
name the murderer. Then shall be named the accest1ories to the crime, those 
who were acce sorie in act3) and those who were accessories by presence•) 
They shall be five and one crime instigator. 5) 
1) l>ing: Thing; assembly, legislative and judicial court. A word so often 
used in this lawbook and so familiar in Scandinavian literature, that it is 
most convenient to transfer it into English. It cannot be satisfactorily trans-
lated by the word court, because it ha a much wider meaning. Here are some 
of the meanings of this little word ~;tb reference to legal proceedings: 
a) l. A convention or a sembly for legislative or judicial purposes. 2. 
also the people present at such a time, and 3. the place where such convention 
was held . 
b) Men called together in order to collect fines, etc. which had not been 
willingly pa.id by the guilty party. 
c) A gathering on the meadows of Mora, a mile south of Upsala, where 
the people of pland elected their kings. 
d) In Gotland it meant a district from which in heathen times the people 
came together at sacrifices and festivals. 
e) The Supreme court of Vastergotland, which was presided over by the 
Lawman, and which was called the Thing of All Goths. 
In general: any assembly 1 or its meeting place) where public affairs were 
discussed and public busines trausacted. 
2) l>ings Mam: Tbingmen. Persons, who bad been present at the thing 
during a trial, and whose duty it was to keep track of what should come 
before the thin~, under some circumstances give evidence, and sometimes even 
pass judgmPnt m certain cases at law. 
3) Haldsbrend: One who participates in a murder by holding the victim. 
4) Atvistrer majlrer: Murderer by presence. One who bad been present at 
the place of murder, and there shown enmity toward the victim, without 
otherwise aiding the murderer in committing the crime. 
5) RajJsbani : Murder instigator, one who partakes in the crime by advi-
sing the murderer. 
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2. Then they shall set a oneday l) thing at the home of that one, whom 
they all agree on. Theu shall, on this day, the thingmen's testimony be 
given. "I was then at the thing and we six men. Such judgment was tben 
pronounced in thy case, that thou shouldst stand here to-day" - and P.vidence 
against him, accusation of murder with two twelfths. "So help the gods me 
and my witnesses, that thus was judgment pronounced in thy case, as I now 
testify." Then the heir shall swear. "So help the gods me and my witnesses, 
that thou attacked him with point and edge, and thou art his true murderer, 
and thus I brought complaint against thee at the thing". Then the heir shall 
go and swear likewise before the other twelfth. Twelve men shall stand in the 
twelfth, and the very same formula of oath shall be used before each twelfth. 
These formulas of oath shall be used before each twelfth oath. Make the gods 
propitious to oneself or wrathful. 
3. Then shall the heir go to the sreghnarthing, 2) let himself be judged at 
the thing, and verify by persons having been present, ask so the gods to help 
him and his witnesses, that, he did all that, which the law demands, on the 
oneday against his freedom. Then shall he (the heir) again come to the thing, 
let himself (the murderer) be pronounced an outlaw for the heir and the plain-
tiff and without right 3). Then he shall flee peace - i. e. leave the community 
- eat at home in the morning of the day of court, and in the woods supper. 
It means a fine of twelve marks for the county judge 4) , if he sits still and does 
not concern himself therewith, and forty marks for the county, and three 
marks for him who eats or drinks and bas a meeting with him, called three 
but are two, sixteen ortugs in each third 5). Un le she perchance offers fines, 
then he may eat supper at home without incrimination. 
1) .tEndaghre hem domre: To decree, that on a certain day, called endaghi 
( oneday), thing should be held at the home of one of the parties. The judge 
set the endaghi, as above said, and there was then held a private continuation 
of the case already before the thing. Certain pereons were also appointed to 
be present. At this thing it was aleo decided when and where the sreghnar-
thing should be held. 
2) Sreghnarthing: Sreghnarthing, a thing decided upon at the endaghi, 
when a case which had been tried and the endaghi should again be taken up 
for consideration and final judgment pronounced. 
3) Ogildrer, Ogilder: 1) worthle s, 2) without rights. The plaintiff could 
kill him without being punished for it. 
4) Hrerads Hyfpinge: County chief or county judge. He bad more power 
than a judge, but this title is used in want of a better one. 
5) Beta prer ok ceru tuar srextan orthuger i pridiong hvrern: called three, 
b~t are two sixteen ortugs in each third. Eaeh third i. e. each party viz. the 
kmg, the county and the heir. This expression appears several times. The 
meaning is, that the fine was called three marks, but was in reality but two, 
as each party received only sixteen ortugs, while one mark consisted of 
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4. Will they accept a fine, then shall he pay nine marks heir fine I) and 
twelve marks tribe fine 2), six marks shall the murderer's heir pay 3). Six 
marks fine shall be paid by the tribe, three from the father's and three from 
the mother's side. Then shall the nearest of kin pay twelve ore, then the next 
one l'lix ore, the next three ore, the next four and a half ortug. 
5. All should pay alike and take alike. Each shall pay and receive one 
half less than the other, even unto the sixth degree of relationship. Fines for 
murder shall be divided even unto the relatives in the sixth generation. If all 
are equally related, then shall the one family group share equally with the 
other. Six marks shall the heir take from the tribefine and the tribe six; three 
on the father's and three on the mother's side. 
2. 
If anyone is to pay a fine for an adopted person 4), one who has been a 
slave, he shall pay a fine of nine marks heirfine and six marks tribefine, be-
cause his tribe is half slave and half freedman. 5) 
3. 
Does anyone wish to bring complaint against those who have held the 
victim in a case of murder. or been present, they shall be called to the thing, 
have their say there and be judged to the oneday, the thingmen's testimony 
given and the same on every oneday. The thing-men's testimony shall be 
heard fir t, thereupon shall the heir swear: "So help the gods me and my wit-
nesses, that thou held him under point and edge, and so I brought complaint 
against thee at the thing. " 
1. 'l'be one, who has been present at a murder, shall be called to the 
thing and be sworn against thus: "Ask the gods so to help himself and hie 
witne see, that thou wert at the place of murder with illwill, and thus I 
brought complaint against thee at the thing." 
twenty-four ortugs. The reason for this may be found in a change in the 
money standard. o that two marks silver in weight were equal to three 
marks in m?ney. Instances of imilar differences are indicated in Ostgota.-
lagen where 1t says, that two marks vapmala equaled one mark silver or two 
marks in money; and in SkAnelagen, where it is said, that three marks in fine 
must be sva go!Ja sum en mark sylfs. 
1) Arva bot: Fines paid to the heir. 
2) iEttar bot: Fines paid to the tribe. 
3) If the murderer had been murdered, bis heir would have received one 
half of the tribe fines, and now therefore, when be was the murderer his heir 
had to pay just so much, as be would have received, had the murd~rer been 
murdered. 
4) iEtleder maprer: A person adopted and made a member of another 
man's family. 
5) Frrelsgivi: Freedman. A liberated slave whether retleder or not. 
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2. The one advising a murderer shall be called to thing for that crime, 
which you claim he is guilty of, that he advised with death advice. He shall 
bring eddence in his case at oneday, with a whole twelfth on the father's side 
and a half on the mother's side. Does he fail in his evidence in both, then he 
shall be fined four and a half marks. Fails he in the twelfth, pay a fine of three 
marks. Does he fail in the half twelfth, pay a fine of twelve ore. 
3. Now the one who held the victim of murder shall pay a fine of four 
and a half marks. The king has no part in that, neither in fines for murder 
by advice, nor in fines for murder by holding. In a case of being present at a 
murder tht> plaintiff has a right to one ortug and five ore. The king and the 
county have the same right. 
4. The king shall exact fines for crime against personal liberty, and 
pawn 1) shall not be taken. 
4. 
A slave kills a free man. He shall not be called his murderer. The free-
holder - owner of the sla.ve, - shall pay heirfine and tribefine, not lose his 
liberty, unless he refuses to pay fine. 
5. 
Kills someone a Swedish man, or one from Sm1\.land, a man from within 
the kingdom, but not from Vastergotland, pay therefore a fine of thirteen 
marks a nd eight ortugs and no tribe-fine. 
1. :\fine marks the king shall ha•e in a case of murder and likewise the 
county. 
2. A woman kills a man, then complaint shall be brought against the 
nearest male relative. He shall be responsible for the fine or lose his liberty. 
3. Kills someone a Dane or a Norwegian, pay a fine of nine marks. 
4. Kills someone a foreigner, he shall not lose his right to liberty either 
in his land or in his tribe. 
5. Kills someone a foreign priest, pay as large a fine as for a citizen. The 
priest shall have the same rights as a freeholder. 
6. A southerner 2) or an Englishman is killed, then the fine shall be four 
marks to the plaintiff and two marks to the king. Each freeholder gave the 
other his right in that case. 3) 
1) Nrema ti!: To take pawn or pledge. A certain sum of money or amount 
of property taken as security,until certain acts were performed or completed. It 
was a custom quite general in former times, and is even yet allowed in Sweden. 
2) SuJ:irer maJ:irer: Southerner. A man from southern Europe. 
S) Each gave the other his right, i e. the freeholders gave up their rights of 
fines to the county. 
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7. Kills someone another man's slave, pay for him a fine or three marks, 
if he can not prove him worth four. 
Then he shall pay accordingly. No one has any righ-t in that case except 
the plaintiff. 
6. 
Kills some one somebody and is he then killed over the feet of him, whom 
he killed, lie on his deed. Pay no fine either to the king or to the country. 
7. 
Does an insane man kill some one, runs away, pay for him with nine 
marks. 
8. 
Some one catches both thief and ~he stolen property, has he stolen to the 
value of two ore, or more than two ore, bind his hands on his back and bring 
him to the thing. Let two m~n testify against him, that he is thief to the 
the~ and prove it then with a twelfth-oath. Let him then be judged liable to 
beheading and hanging to turf and to tar 1) without rights a.s to heir and to 
plaintiff. 
Someone is robbed of his property, does he pursue, thief resists, can he not 
get his property back before he kills the thief, then he shall bring complaint 
against the dead and judge him without rights at the thing. 
9. 
Goes someone to another's house, attacks him there. Does he, who lives 
there, kill him so, that he falls away from the house corner, ll.ccuse the dead, 
judge him without rights at the thing. 
10. 
If someone becomes 2) a forest thief 3), lies in the woods and robs, and 
someone kills him in selfdefence, bring complaint against the dead, and judge 
him without rights at the thing. 
1) Til torfs ok til tireru: To turf and to tar. This punishment was carried 
out thus: The thief's head was shaved, smeared with tar, and strewn with 
feathers, whereupon he ran the gauntlet, while the people threw earth, or 
whatsoever they got hold of, at him. 
2) Grers: Makes himself. One of the reflexive verbs. found in this law. 
They are: givis, gives himself; giftis, gyptis, marries lumself; grers, makes 
himself· kallres, calls himself, lregs, lays himself; rores, moves himself, appear-
ing in o'ne form or another seventeen times; stiols, moves or gets by stealth. 
3) Lofvirkingrer also read IOsvittingrer: A forest thief, a fool. The manu-
script is not plain, but the first reading, forest thief; suits the context best. 
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11. 
Does someone kill a man in bed "·ith his wife, or in some other place, law-
fully taken in presence of witnesses, take the mattress and the sheet, bring to 
the thing. Cause to be seen blood and sign of murder, accuse the dead. and 
testify with two twelfths jurymen's testimony, the county judge administering 
the oath, and then declare him ·without rights at the thing. 
12. 
Holds someone in his ~rnapon, mus another against it, receives death. 
\\'OU11d therefrom, pay for him a fine of nine marks. 
1. Fells someone a tree on someone, receives be deathwound therefrom, 
pay for him a fine of nine marks. 
2. Shoots someone up into the air, comes the shot down upon the head of 
someone, receives be death wound therefrom, pay for it a fine of nine marks. 
13. 
Kills a man someone in an alehouse!), they2) shall bring forward the 
murderer, or pay for the murder a fine of nine marks. 
1. There are three festivities at \vbich the fine for the murder of a slave 
shall be equal to that for a free man, one is the betrothal feast, second the 
marriage feast, third the inheritance feast. 
J4. 
If anyone is killed outside the garden fence, then the neighbors shall pay 
for him a fine of nine marks, or bring forward the murderer. Then shall the 
murderer be brought to the thing and safe conduct to and fro the thing be 
asked for him. He shall admit the accusation of murder. Have then one 
day's and one night's freedom to the woods. 
1. If someone is killed between three villages, does each of them claim not 
to own the land, then they shall defend themselves with two t"·elfths. If any-
one of them is found guilty, that one shall pay the fine. Are they all found 
guilty, then they shall pay a fine of nine marks or bring forward the mur-
derer. Then they shall divide the land among themselves. 
2 If a corpse is carried in upon somebody's land, can one track the blood 
and sign of murder in the direction, where the crime had been committed, then 
he shall pay the fine, who o"·ns that land. 
1) A house or room where a feast or festival was celebrated and where ale 
was served. 
2) I. e. those who conducted or were present at the festival. 
3 
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3. If someone is killed on the land of all Goths4), is the murderer not 
known, bring complaint again t the nearest village. Will it not admit the 
accusation of murder, bring complaint against the next village. It shall 
defend itself with two twel~hs. Likewise shall the third defend itself. If they 
have aJI been acquitted, then the county, that is nearest, and which gets its 
provisions 5) in that forest, shall pay the fine. It shalJ pay a fine of nine 
mark or bring forth the murderer. 
15. 
omeone falls under a millwheel, is killed thereby, pay a fine of three 
marks, be who own the mill. 
l. Falls someone into a well or a ditch, or from a fishing dam, i he killed 
thereby, the owner shall pay three marks for him. 
2. Runs someone onto a bear spear or elk pear, is killed thereby, the 
owner ball pay three marks for him. 
3. omeone raises up a tree an<l it falls down, is som one killed thereby, 
pay a fine of three marks, he who raised it. 
4. Gores a bull, 
cut a boar, 
bites a dog, 
death results, 
pay a fine of three marks. 
1>..ETTA ;ER OF SAR..EMALUM BOLK.tER. 
Thi is the code on wound ca es. 
1. 
U someone is wounded by another, then the wound shall be announced at 
the first thing - (Know not whether one plea.de the cause of one living Or 
dead) - and on the ond thing, but on the third bring complaint of murder, 
or the case is lo t. Then be shall show the wound, then the thingmen shall 
testify to, that it is a full ore. Xeeds he for it salve and bandage, linen and 
4) Aldra Gota mark: All Goths' land. A large fore t in Yii.stergotland 
which was common property. ' 
5) That is lumber, feed . hay, pasture and the like. 
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doctor's fee, then it is a full sore. 'rhen they shall set for him a oneday and 
evidence be brought against him with two twelfths, and the testimony of 
three thingmen, ask the gods to help himself and witnesses, that this is bis 
true woundinflicter '·and so I brought complaint against thee at the thing." 
Then shall be, who wounded, bring forth legal offers for himself; nine 
marks. On the sregnartbing bring forth fine and ask for receivers. Then he 
ball let himself be judged in peace. Pay a fine to the county of nine marks 
and just as much to the king. If be is guilty and does not offer a fine, then 
shall the county take it out by jurlgment, or be shall lose his freedom. I) 
2. 
If a falAe accuRation is made in a wound caae, then there shall be appointed 
at the time a jury of three men from the Fourtb2) to swear, that the accused 
is not bis true woundinflicter and was not present with illwill at the place of 
assault. 
3. 
Any man from within the kingdoms) shall be entitled to the same right 
in wound cases as one from our own state. 
1. .\ Dane and a Xorwegian are entitled to the same fines in woundcases 
as one of our own countrymen. 
4. 
Cuts one man the hand off another, pay nine marks for sore and twelve 
ore for maim. For the next tinger, nine marks for sore and six ore for maim. 
For the longest finger, nine markR for sore and a half mark for maim. For the 
finger that is next, nine marks for sore and one ore for maim. For the little 
finger nine marks for ore and one ore for maim. 
2. Cuts one the nose off another, pay three marks for maim and nine 
marks for sore. 
3. Cut~ one the eye out of the bead of another, pa:r three marks for an 
eye, and nine marks for sore. 
4. Cut one the ear off another, pay three marks for maim and nine marks 
for sore. 
5. Strikes one the teeth out of the head of another, impairs his voice, pay 
three marks for maim, and nine marks for sore. 
I) ~il.1 flya: To flee peace, i. e. leave thP country lose his rights to per-
sonal hberty. ' 
2) .F'!arrung: Fourth, one of the four parts into which a brera)J or county 
waa d1v1ded. 
3). I. e ... the kingdom of Sweden. From any other state in Sweden outside 
of Vastergotland. 
h . ( 
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l>AETTAE AER BARDAGliAE BOLK.tER. 
This is the code on assault. 
1. 
If someone is struck and a breach of peace committed 1) then he shall an-
nounce the case at his home, who assaulted him, and set a seventh-night-
thing. 2) On the seventh day shall the seventh-night-thing be held, a true 
seventh-night-thing with them, if they wish. Then shall he let be brought 
forth eyewitne s' testimony, that his honor was belittled and his personal 
peace and security broken. Then the other shall bring forth reference testi-
mony 3). Then he shall be ca.lied before the thing of a.II Goths4). Then he shall 
be called before the oneday thing at his home, thingruen's te timony be taken, 
to pro,-e against him a case of assault with two twelfths. Then shall the eye-
witne ses take oath with two twelfths. Then shall he bring forth a legal offer 
for himself, if he wishes to defend his freedom. A jury from the Fourth if he 
is falsely accused. 
1. If he offer legal fines, that is eight ortugs, and five marks. One ortug 
less than eleven ore hall the county have, and likewise the king. At the sreg-
narthing be shall bring forth a legal offer for himself, and then let himself be 
adjudged peace. 
2. Will he not offer fines, then ball the plaintiff let himself be judged at 
the thing, prove by eyewitnPB s that he accomplished all on oneday against 
his peace, that the law demands. Let him then be declared an outlaw at the 
thing. 
1) Friper a brutin: His peace broken, di turbed. His personal freedom 
infringed upon. 
2) inmetting: ventb-nigbt-tbing. A thing held on the seventh day 
after the day on which it was announced. 
3) krrrskutre vitni: Reference te timony. The testimony of the witness, 
that the case had been referred to him for inspection and consideration. Skrer-
skutre: to refer to pre nt or invited witne ses. 
4) Aldra gotre !Jing: The thing of all Goths. The original home of the 
Goths (Gautar) in weden was Vii.<!tergotland. The highest tribunal of the 
land waa aldra g~tre jli~g. And even after.the Goths had spread beyond the 
boundarie of their native state and e tabh bed separate jurisdictions in the 
adjacent states, the lands)Jing or supreme court of Vastergotland was called 
by its old name: Aldra gotre !Jing. At this thing all freemen had a right to 
appear, and he~ the lawman (laghmaprer) wa.s always present. The lagh-
majlrer was an important person. He wa not only the chief justice of the 
state, who gathered and m94e the laws and yearly read them at the thing, 
but it seems also, that he waa m fact a governor or petty king. 
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2. 
A man aasaulta an Englishman or a Southerner, pay aa fine therefore to 
the plaintiff one ortug less than seven ore, and four ortugs to the king. 
1. The same fines are paid for a freedman, and six ore for a slave, if he is 
assaulted. 
3. 
An adult aasaulta a minor, pay a fine of two ore. ,\.minor shall pay the 
same fine as he takes. 
1. Two minors fight, one is wounded, pay a fine of two ore. 
4. 
A freeholder as. aults his wife at the alefeast, pay her three marks. Does 
he assault her in church, pay three marks. She shall add that to their com-
mon property. Take it out, if they are separated by divorce or death. 
5 . 
. \.man i hit by accident, neither blood nor blueness appear , that is called 
the black hit.1) He ha no right to fine in this case. 
6. 
If a man i8 falAely accused of murder, the judge of the county shall defend 
him with two twelfth jurymen from the countj·. 
7 . 
. \re the fines for someone's freedom unpaid, then shall a division of prop· 
erty be demanded and the debt paid, to no one more than three marks. 
Then the wife shall take her third and three marks as a morninggift. s) 
Then the heir ha right to take one half of what remain . What remains shall 
then be divided into three parts, the plaintiff takes one, the king the second 
and the county the third part . 
. \.woman kills a man- by poiso11 or witcheraft-a closed jury convict her, 
then she shall have one day's and one night's liberty to the woods. Then she 
1) Olbrenk: Aleseat. Seat where one sat at the alefeast. 
2) Suartre slagh: Black hit. A dim mark, which does not plainly show, 
and which therefore was doubtful. 
3) Hindradaghs goof: Morning gift. o called because it was given in the 
morning of the day after the marriage, or, in some cases, because ownership in 
this gift did not pass to the bride before the morning of the day after the mar. 
riage. 
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ball be judged without right !or b ir and plaintiff, and then they shall take 
b r life. 
!l . 
. \ man is wounded,' li ick a long time, g wo and di therefrom, 
d th b ir bring omplaint again t the on who wounded and call him th 
ball d fend him 1f with a clolled jury, if b , who is 
be longt>r, pay no fin . D he fail in bis 
\"iden man. 
ORBOT~MAL. 
Ou fi Ions or en pit al crime . 
. \ man kill anotb r in chun·b that i f lony 1), l'apital crime. 
1. .\ man kill anotb rat h thing, tba i f lony. 
mun! r 
rty. 
k 
3. mnn ut both band off anotb r, or munlr o. 1 ping man, that i 
f lony. 
4. Tba i. f Ion~· to rarry bi<'ld o,· r nntiv bore.2) Rava one hi 
own countrr, h h forf1•itt-d lan<I, ritiz.•n hip and p<·r .. onul property.3) 
5. , man ti anoth r ton t in tbP fo , bat i f lonv. 
. . man boo through the kyligbt and kill m one, kill one while 
bathing, or in a bathbou , or wh n ntt<>nding to the need of nature, tings 
ou both w on om on cu th tongu ou of mebod ' b ad, u both 
r t off om on , or kill a woman, th ti all f lony. A woman b 
freedom to att nd m ting>1 or m 
f Jiat this i., ""' allorred. 
great rif among men, 
1) Kitin~vrerk: Th deed of a villain f lony, a crim u ually puni bed by 
exil or death. 
2) l>angbrrekka: aw d bill, or nath-e bore. blyt r claim that it 
can mean nothing bu fo . Otman and others take it imply to be a poetic 
expres ion for native bore. 
3) LOsir ora-r: Money or other personal property. 
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7. .\ m1m kill his mn~ter. that iH f lony . 
. \ mnn kil111 nnothcr nt the alefewt with a knife, while he hare with 
him knif and meat, tbnt iH f1•lony. 
H. .\ mnn cuta clown the cattle of another. makes him If a gore-wolh), 
thnt is fplony. 
10. .\ mnn hoard a hattlr hip. become a pirate; n man knocks another 
mnn down, ~t p on hi throat and brad and plunders him, that is felony. 
I>A:.TT£ £R £RFI>£R BOLK£R. 
Thi f. t/Je code on inheritance. 
1. 
:on i lo.th r' heir. I there no on, th n dauirhter. I there no daughwr, 
then fatbPr. I th re no fn.thl'r, th n moth r. 1~ th re no mother, then broth r. 
I th r.• no hrotlwr, th1·n i r. I. th "' no i. ter, thrn son's children. Are 
th re no on' rhildr.·n. then daujl'hter· children. .\re then> no daught r'e 
children, then broth r chiJ.lren. An> th re no brother·s children. then i ter' 
children. Are there no i t .. r· children, then fathrr'e father. I there no 
fo.tb r' father, th n moth r' fath1•r. b there moth r· mother, or father' 
broth r. th n moth r·11 moth r ts.k and fntber' broth r goe from. 
2 . 
. \ mo her inh ri her on, until th only on di . Then the dau~hter i 
Pntitl I to th1• inheritan equally with thr motbrr. 
1. Ha ti. mothPr wo group 2) of children, clie. tbP only on or ith r 
~up. then hall 111• da111<"ht no. who hMe the a.me father with him be inviWd 
to divicl th inheritance with th mothPr. The one take as the otb r. 
:l . 
.\fother· father and father' mother are equal heirs. Mother' broth r 
I) Gorwarp;haer: Gorewolf. One who kill another man' cattle, or 
wound th min ucb a way. that the entrail fall out. 
2) Kold1Pr: 1) All th children colJectively, who are i u of one marriage. 
2) Relati'I' on the father· or moth r ' ide. 3) In pl. grou of child n 
ha¥ing th ame moth r but different fathers or nee ¥ersa. 
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and father's sister they are equal heirs. Daughter's son and son's daughter, 
they are equal heirs. Sister's son and brother's daughter, they are equal heirs. 
l . Groups shall divide the inheritance in two, a half on the father's aide • 
and a half on the mother's, if both are equally related. 
4. 
The husband dies, the wife is in posse sion of the home, it is claimed she is 
pregnant, she shall remain in po session of the home twenty weeks. Then it 
shall be ascertained if she is pregnant. Is she not pregnant, then the property 
shall be divided. 
She shall remain in possession of the home until the nearest moving 
days. l) Is the freeholder dead before the movingdays, then she shall move. 
Has she seeded, enjoy that. She bears a child, the child is baptized, then she 
has protected the inheritance. 
1. The freeholder has a son, the wife is heavy with child, then they shall 
both be in possession of the home. 
2. A wife marrie away from her children, do the children own a slave or 
lavewoman, this one may be put to manage the home. Then shall the rela-
tive on the father's side take away the children's part, father's brother shall 
plead the cause of the children, and a slavewoman, raised at home, shall be 
made manager of the home. 
The mother shall have power over the che tkeys and incur as well as pay 
debts. Is there a mother's father, then he shall rule and not the father's 
brother. Ia there father's father, then he shall rule and not the mother's 
father. One must not separate a mother from the home, if there is not a 
alavewoman rai d at home to put at the head of the house. The mother 
hall visit and inspect the home three times a year, if it i in charge of a 
teward. 
5. 
A man takes a freeborn wife, begets children with her, she dies, gets 
another, begets children with her, get a third and the freeholder dies, then if 
the wife is living, she shall take of her dowry2) all what is not used up, she 
or her children. Then shall the oldest group of children demand a dinsion of 
property. Take away one third of the property. 
1) Fardaghre: Movingdaya. These were four and were fixed by law. The 
fir tone was January 5th, and the last one came about the middle of March. 
2) Bemfylgd: Dowry. Presents given by parents to a daughter when she 
was given in marriage. Gifts to a son when he married were call~d hemgref. 
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Then takes the next group its mother's share and puts it back for division, 
then takes away its third, whether it be the woman or the youngest group, 
then shall that - i. e. the do1Cry, be laid back to the house, then take away 
their third. Then shall a morning gi~ be paid to all. Is the property not 
sufficient for this, then one shall lack just as much as the other. 
6. 
A widow marries a second husband, she marries a third, dies the wife, bas 
children in this marriage. Then shall the youngest group inherit all personal 
property, and that land, which is bought on the farm. 
l. A widow marries, gets no children, then she marries all her former 
children to inheritance. 
7. 
A freeholder gives bis daughter in marriage with marriage giftl) and 
agreement, then if they disagree, be shall prove with two t"·elftbs, that she 
wa.s so married as the law ays, and therefore her children are legal heirs . 
. \ man lea•es his lawful wife and goes into the bed of another woman• 
begets children with her, they are bastards, are not lawfully the father's heirs. 
l. The relatives of a freeholder, who has died, accuse his lawful wife of, 
that he was not the father of this child. That one shall own the child, who 
e•ery night sleeps with her, and is mn.rried to her according to law. 
2. .\ woman has one illegitimate son and one legitimate, they ball both 
inherit her, the one a the other. 
3. A man lies with a woman, begets child with her, that is a legitimate 
child, if he afterwards by marriage gift and agreement gets her, begets also a 
child, that is a legitimate child. If he rejects that woman, then he cannot live 
with her according to God's law. If be afterwards >isit her by stealth and 
begets a child with her, that is an illegitimat.e child, inherits the mother, and 
not the father. 
9. 
A man ent.ers a cloist.er, he shall divide bis property with bis heirs. He 
takes one part and bis heirs another. As many as the heirs are, into so many 
parts shall it be divided. Enters be the cloister with bis part, dies he in the 
cloister, the cloister is his heir. 
l. If he wishes to leave the cloist.er within a year, he bas the right to do 
1) Mundr: Marriage gift. In this connection the same as hemfylgd. 
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so. If be stays one year, then be may not leave it, and can inherit no one, and 
bis relatives shall not be responsible for bis deeds. 
10. 
No one can lawfully give away bis property on the day of bis death. But 
learned men say, that one should not say no thereto according to God's law.1) 
11. 
One man kills another, wishes to inherit him, be shall not be bis heir. If 
be killed him by accident, be shall defend bimsell with a closed jury. Is be 
successful in bis defense, he hall inherit. Fails be at law, then another shall 
inherit, namely the nearest relative to t he murdered one. 
12. 
A man leaves the country, appoints a steward over bis possessions, says 
be is going to Rome, then shall the steward care for the estate one year, then 
the heir shall take charge, and not the steward any longer, unless the heir so 
wishes. 
1. A man leaves the country, the wife remains at home, has she one child 
on her lap and another in the womb, is it baptized, turns be heel and neck to 
home - friends and relotfres - and steps with feet from fatherland, they shall 
be his heir , who were nearest related to him, ·when be le~ home, if be never 
returns. 
2. He can inherit no one, while living in Greece. 
13. 
Two men lie sick, both in the same house, each the other's heir, lives one 
so much longer than the other, that be can receive the Lord's supper, then be 
s the dead man's heir. 
1. omeone dies in one village, and another in another village, both on 
the same day, men go to tell the news and meet, each tell the other of their 
dead, no one is the other's heir. 
2. Two men burn to death, both at the same time, no one is the other's 
heir. 
3. Drown two, both on the same ship, neither is the other's heir. 
4. Two separate at home, one goes on a ship or to the woods, dies the 
one at home, and the one, who le~ home, is found dead, and it is not known 
on what day be died, neither is the other' heir. 
1) The last sentence is evidently a late addition by some one interested in 
the material welfare of the church. 
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14. 
An Englishman dies in our land, the nearest of kin is not present, then his 
property shall remain one year. Has the heir not then a rriYed, then the king 
shall be the heir; the bishop, if the dead was a priest. 
l. A German dies, are there no children, then shall the king inherit; the 
bishop, if the dead was a priest. That is called death inheritance. 1) 
2. Somebody dies and bis heirs are not found, then the king is his heir. 
13. 
Thus it is, if a. 'voma.n kills her stepchild to get inheritance for her own 
children, then defend herself with a county jury. If she fails, then she has de-
stroyed herself and forfeited her liberty. "\Yill her son not allow her to be 
outlawed, then he shall pay to the relati•es such fines, as they wish, who own 
the children, or let them take her, where they can. 
16. 
Two persons are united in marriage, either of them inherits afterwards, 
brings it to the home, that is added to the household stock, receives nothing 
in return. That which lives2) - at the time of inheritance - belongs to the 
one, who inherited it, and that, which is born by it. belongs to both. 
l. Horse in herds, grazing in the woods, all the foals born by them be-
long to both. 
2. If anyone - a 11w11 or wife - inherits a farm, can neither steward nor 
matron take charge thereof, then the two shall together own the crop. For 
that r ason does a man seek for himself a wife, who stands chance to inherit, 
for the same reason a freeholder marries his daughter to a man, who expects 
to inherit, because they both desire property. 
17. 
A steward, who has charge of anybody's property, is subject to the 
mercy 3) of that freeholder. who owns the estate. Rides in and runs out, gets 
1) Danar arf: I.e. inheritance to which there was no heir and which con-
sequently was considered dead. The terms dana arfvcer o~ more properly 
daMr arf, in which latter form it appears in the Law of Upland and the Law 
of Vii.stmanland, bad at first reference only to heirless foreigners, who died in 
V.ii.stergotland - or Sweden. Later it meant inheritance after anyone, who 
died there without an heir. The dead person's property in either case went 
to the king or sometimes the bi hop. · 
2) That is of cattle or horses etc. 
S) Miskunnrer ma.IJrer: Mercy man. It depended upon the good will of the 
owner, whether the steward would receive any reward for his labor or not. 
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not more than twelfth-oath, that he has all that out with him, which he 
owned. 
1 . The freeholder claims, that he has hid property belonging to both, and 
put it away, then he shall testify with twellth-oath, that he has brought 
forth all. He must not be called thief, that is property in trust. 
18. 
A freeholder dies, his ~die lives, dwells on hie land, he dies before the mov-
ingdays, then she shall go to her estate, and enjoy half of it with the tenant. 
He bas a right to prove himself entitled to one year's rent and no longer. The 
wife takes a third of the property and three marks of his part, also timber and 
mill outfit. That shall be divided as the other property. 
1. Debts shall both pay and both collect, each as he shares in the prop-
erty, whether they were contraeted before they came together or afterwards, 
except in a case of murder only. 
2. Fines for wounding and assault, gifts and marriage presents l) both 
shall pay as well as receive. 
19. 
One brother travels a.s a merchant, and another sits at home in the ashes, 
both shall inherit alike. 
20. 
Entrusted property is stolen and the freeholder' , to whom it was en-
tru ted, likewise, pay no fine for it. Ile shall te tify with twellth-oatb, that 
bis property was also stolen. 
21. 
Has the father given his son a marriageportion2) and the father dies, 
then the married son hall bring his portion baek to be divided with him, who 
is unmarried. To this one ball be apportioned a lot equal to the one, which 
he brought home, who is married. Daughters shall divide in the same manner 
as ons, if heirs. ll the married one has sold any of his land, that shall be 
counted in hi portion, when division is made. 
1. A married son, living away from home, die , bas no children, and are 
the father and mother separated with reference to their property, then the 
1) Vingref: A gift from the groom, promi d at the time of betbrothal and 
given at. the ti~e of marriage to the one. who had a right to dispose of the 
woman ID marriage. 
2) Hemfylgh)l and hemgref: Dowry or marriageportion. Gilt to a son or 
daughter, when they married. 
' • 
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father shall inherit and not the mother. The father shall give land as marriage 
portion. Mother must not give away land, belonging to her own child.1) 
2. Son dies, leaves children, has he been given a home on the parental 
estate, the children have a right to take possession of that and no more. 2) Is 
there but one estate, the children have no right to take possession of that. 
Are there t\vo d"·ellings and a fence bet,veen them, then it is two estates. 
Someone claims one single field or one single meadow, he has no right to that, 
unless that one is willing, who is said to have given it to him as a marriage 
portion. 
3. Debts shall be divided in the same way as property. 
EntruAted property shall be received as well as returned at the thing. 
22. 
Someone wishes to free a slave, be shall appoint a seventh-night-thing for 
that one, who bas him in bis possession, offer him two ore in gold or two 
weighed marks3), bring forth testimony at the seventh-night-thing, that be is 
so related to him, that he has a right to free him according to law, and prove 
this by twelfth-oath. .\fter that the owner can not keep him , unless he claims 
him to be his child . Does he keep him until the sregnartbing, then be risks 
being fined nine markfl. 
23 . 
. \. freedman has a child with a freeborn woman, or acknowledged at the 
thing, that inherit him and not the one, who made him free. Is there a son 
or daughter, father or mother, brother or sister, the one who freed him in-
herits nothing. Are there none of these, then he, who freed him , shall inherit. 
24. 
A tenant dies before the moving days, then are two parts of his property 
loose. dies his wife, then a third of his property is loose. Rye is sown on the 
farm , then shall he, who owns the farm, pay the heirs so many bushels as have 
been seeded thereon. 
1) kl.'eptrervi: Breast heir. One's own child. 
, 2) Ok eigh. til flerre. t ranslated by .otman: och ej till det flera, but by J. S· 
Carlson: och ei mer, which seems to be 111 full harmony with what proceeds and 
follows, hence as above: and no more . 
. S) Tua orre guls ~ll!l!r tuar ~irerki'er. vreghmer: Two ore in gold or two 
weighed marks (o~ silver). An mterestmg statement, as it shows the ratio 
between go.Id and silver at this time, which if one ore in gold was equal to one 
mark of silver, and one mark contained eight ore must have been eight ~~~ ' 
-
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1. Th I ndO\\ll r di , h u ball th n nt n>main until th time for 
bicb tht' land w nd1~1. or tbr b ir pay him ba k the hand lee. I) 
who own him, that h wa marri !<! to two 
wif1• on mark a morning gif , if b y dare 
tot\ p rt .2) 
GIPT R OLKJER. 
Jlarrlap;r od . 
m 
o any of the brid ' fri nd e.xcep 
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!J. 
If n mnn· l>t•thrnthcd wnmnn iR takt•n from him, then a fine of nine marks 
i 1l11e thP m nn -<t of kin, the 11nnw to tlu' groom, thP same to the king, and the 
11me to 1111 m .. n.1) Li>t• n n•r with hPr. Thr,\· shall have power O\"er his free. 
dom. Ile hnll rn•ver r1•gnin hi11 fn'('(lom unle~-< they wish, who arc plaintiffs in 
the rn ' · 
4 . 
.\ fn>e<lmnn gi•t I\ fn-ehorn wif,., then one mnrk it1 a friPnrlgift and one 
mnrk momini.ririft. Their childl'('n l\T'(' fl'e('hom. 
1. Wh1•rcv r then• i .. n momingu:ift the!\' it1 n di,·ision into thirds of 
thf'ir property. If morninggift i" not ~wn, th£>n 11he shnll haw the right to 
on thir.J nnil thm! marks. 
2. .\ frw<lmnn tllke a ln,·e,,·omnn rni<;e<i at home for a. wile, i11 neither 
fri nrl$rlft nor morninirgift given, thPn RhP marriei to onf' half. 
~- .\ IM wi. h a Inv woman for a ";fp, pay two ore to the one, who 
m ·r h r. . In\· . having an illPgitimnte child with a lave woman, hat1 no 
rii:tb to that rhild. 
:> . 
. \ mnn ru-c11 · nnothC'r of thnt hi' bn lnin with hi8 Ala•ewoman, then be 
hall f11rni h I\ twelfth·Ollth or pay fli. ore. 
1. .\ wife h .. cnmmitte<l adultery, and the husband brings a<"Cusa.tion 
agnin t h~r. th n h hull defPnd hen.elf with ven men of the jury. 2) If be 
i~ ckare<l, pay to h"r a. fin of th~ markA. The be sbnll add to the <'ommon 
pro rt •. 
Thy a 
no cl red, hen 
,·cr mny puratc them, dh·or<'e or dPath. If she i~ 
hall go a.way from home and property rightA! in her 
6 . 
. \ mnn betroth. n widow and brings her home and beget children with 
r, in tbnt r no one ha.i right to fine. Thereupon a child i born, h the 
we<ldin11, f been held, that i a. frpeborn child, becau wooed widow i 
<:all('() cauirb . 
1. Wo omebody a maiden, baa secret intercour with her, be is 
lie.hi to a fine of ix mark to her father. 
1) i. e. th county. 
_2) MIPt iu mannum of nremdinni: With ven men of the jury. Thai is a 
ma1ority of th nremd (jury), which consisted of twelv men. 
4 
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2. Someone lies with a woman and betroths her afterwards, promi es a 
friendgi~. then the intercourse is lawful. 
3. omeone lie with a freed slavewoman, raised at home, pay a fine of 
twelve ore, for a slavewoman six ore, for a freeborn woman six marks. He, 
who has a child with a lavewoman, hall support her, until he i able to 
pull the mill and milk the cow. 
he dies in childbirth, pay a. fine of three marks. 
4. ecret intercourse with an unmarried woman, whether free or sla>e, 
shall be defended by twelfth-oath. 
7 . 
Relationship exi ts between two per ons united in marriage, th n it shall 
be investigated at the thing, and permi1< ion be asked from the bishop to 
wear with twelfth-oath. A k the gods so to help on If and witnesses, that 
"our relationship is u h, aa now I have told. Therefor I cannot li>e with her 
according to God' law." .\.freeholder bring complaint a to himself of hav-
ing for a wife a relative, which he cannot have according to God's law, then 
pro~-e that with two twelfths. Does he fail, then be shall live with her. 
A man lie with bi daughter, uch a crim ball be puni bed by nding 
th olf nd r to Rom . Fath rand on have the a.me woman, have br tber 
th a.me woman, have two cousin on the father' ide the same woman, 
hav two rou~in on the moth r' id th ame woman, have mother and 
daughter the am man, hav two istel'l! th me man, or brother' daugb-
tem the me man, that i ince t . 
1. A woman murde b~r child, a son hi father , or father son, or brother 
broth r, or ou in on the father' id his cou in, or cou in on the mother' 
sid bi cou in, or fa.th r hi fa.th r or bis moth r' fa.th r , or hi son's son, or 
bi daugh r's on, or broth r' on, all ucb crime shall be 
punish by nding b olf nd r to Rome out of the country, with a I tt r to 
the pope. They ball get a I r from th pope, and bring to th bi bop and 
I him , what m rcy they receiv d. The bishop ball giv them a letter for 
their tithe. 
2. For all lecb rou dero the bi hop ball have three marks. Tho , who 
offend against church penance hall pay three mark fine to the bi bop. 
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n. 
On thP ,'unda~· after the day of :\Iartin"s fruiR in tbp evening the lawful 
alefra ti) iR held. 
1. .\ freeholder keep some onf' betroth d, then bridt>mf'n !'ball be nt to 
to him at the nl feru1t, two men Aball be l'Pnt to biR houi;e to ask 11nf conduct. 
Then 11ball each grant the othPr i<aff' conduct to hou1'f' nod fro. Thr cloth 
hall be apprai d and then the marriage t·eremony performed. 
:.! . Thus hall the mnrringe net he performPd. .\11 oon M th y com both 
on thP f'am1• mattn· and undf'r the am quilt, thrn sh owns a third in the 
proJlf'rty nnd thrPP mark a n mornini;t gift of hiH part. 
3. If be refu~-; him hi" hethrothrd on thl'CI' I gal alPfPMt . then b i 
liable to a fine or ninr mnrkH to thr plaintiff, the ame to thr king and th 
11nme to all men. 
4. Thu a freeholdt>r 1<bnll lawfully off r the bethrotbed woman at three 
al f ts, in the me mann r, that he a.."k for b r. 
5. That i legal bind ran e for a man or a woman. if they nre i k or the 
bridal rlothe" d " royNI h.\· fire. Thn i leJrol hindrun<'I' for both. if thl'f and 
robl ry ho gonP owr th m. If hP hrinfl'll the matter to thi> thinir. th<'n h 
hull lt•t two men '<tat<' th<' hindranc.>. Ir hf' i not Mti"fi cl then•witb, th n 
he ball on onedny with twl'lfth-oath an<I two witn ' , a k the irod. o to 
help him and h1" witm• that "h•• had lei;tnl himlran<Y nn<l for thi re on I 
can not give her to th in lei;tnl mnrrinirt' .. · 
6. If he won to defend her ai;tnin t him, th n be hnll tep forth with 
two twrlfth. , a-"k o th god to help him and hi. witnr· 
tion11hip by hlood or by marri~ is urh. that th<'y cannot lh-e tojZl'tb r 
ac ording to God' law ... 
7 . He a nny o thi., daim not to have betrothed her, th n be hall 
p forth with two tw Utb11, k th god o to help him and bi witn 
land". 
rtain 
bet•n erron ou ly written 
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I>.IETT.IE .IER R.IETLOSU BOLK.IER. 
This i tlrn code on la, wlessness. 
The Svear 1) have a right to accept and to reject a king. 2) He shall come 
with afeconduct from the upper country and into Ostergotland. Then he 
ahall send me nger over here to the thing of all Goth . There the lawman3) 
shall appoint as hostages two men from the southern and two men from the 
northern part of the land. Then four other men from the state shall be sent 
with them. They shall go to meet him at Junaback.4) The hostages from 
Ostergotland hall follow thither and testify, that he has been accepted as 
king by them according to their law. 
Then shall the thing of all Goth provide for his entertainment. When he 
arrives at the thing, he hall swear faithfully to all the Goths, that he shall 
not transgre s the right law of our land . Then shall the lawman first declare 
him king, and then others, whom oever he may ask so to do. 
1. The king shall then grant liberty to three men, who have not commit-
ted felony. 
2. 
A bishop is to be appointed, then the king shall a k all the inhabitants of 
the land , whom they want. He hall be the son of a freeholder. Then the 
king shall put into his hand staff and gold ring. Then he shall be conducted 
into church and placed in the episcopal chair. Then he has full power except 
con ration. 5) 
1) vear (Icelandic 
land. ( intr.). 
viar) was the name of the people inhabiting Svea.-
2) That thi paragraph is found under the heading "Law! n " may 
perhap be accounted for by the fact, that the Gauta.r never liked to have the 
king of psala their king. The euprema.cJ> of the vear in political matters 
was very distasteful to th Gauta.r. The paragraph relating to the cho ing 
of bishop and lawman, being closely connected with the one governing the 
choice of king, were then put in the ea.me place, although they otherwise evi-
dently do not belong there. 
8) Laghmaprer: Lawman. hief justice and governor of the state, the most 
powerful man within its borders. 
•) Junrebrekk r: Juna creek. A. creek on the border between Vaster-
gotland and mAland near Jonkoping, where the ho tages from Vii.stergot-
land should meet the king. 
6) The meaning evidently is, that he had received all the power of a bishop 
as an officer of the government, but as long as he lacked consecration himself 
he could not consecrate others. ' 
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3. 
The lawman shall be the eon of a freeholder. That all freeholder shall 
have power ovpr by the Grace of God. 
1. The king shall appoint a jury for bimRelf and thP lawman at the 
thing.1) 
2. That is always called the thing of all GothF!, where the lawman is. 
There people may be adopted into famili and ;;ettlements and reconciliations 
announced. 
4. 
omeonr takes another man·a property before be is found guilty, that i a 
ca of three ninemnrks. 1'be plaintiff i entitled to ninP .marks, and pay for 
his property with sworn oath, the king nine mark11 and all men nine marks. 
l. lf someone hews down a man's house, against whom there is no lawful 
romplaint, that is three ninemarke. The plaintiff is entitled to nine marks, 
and likewise the king and likewi all men. 
5. 
One man call another a son-of-a-bitch. "Who is that" be says. "Thou'' 
quoth he. "I leave this into the hand~ of witne s, that thou addre d me 
with insulting words,'' that is a c· of one sictteenortug in each part. He 
shall call him to the thing and bring forth r ference t timony on on day and 
prove with twelfth-oath, ailk the gods ilo to help him and hi witnell . "that 
thou calledst me insulting names and thou art guilty of that, for which I bring 
complaint against thee." Thus hall in8ult6 and calumnie be dealt with. 
1. omeone calls a fr born man a freedman, or says: "I saw thee run-
ning in front of one, and having thy pear on thy back", that ill insulting 
word, a thrre six~nortug·s ca . 
2. "I saw someone have intercourse with thee." "Who i it?'' "Thou" 
quoth hr. "I refer to witne , that thou in ulted me and calumniated me," 
that is a 1:1ixteenortug's in each third. 
3. "I saw that you had your pleasure with a cow or a mare, that i 
calumny and a three sixteenortug· case. One ball bring accusation again t 
him. There is no denial in that ca . 
4. "I saw that you had your mother," that is calumny, and a three ix-
teenortug's case in each third. and no denial. 
1) This parapraph i much di ussed by ho Jars. It i the expre ion a 
l'ingi, that is variously read. cbwartz-Noreen have a l'ingre. J. . Carl on 
favor Vendell and read thus: "Konung skall atta niimd !Or ig och lagman 
ekall siitta niimd ti. ting'', which i followed above. 
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5. This is insulting words to a woman: " I saw that you rode on the pen 
gate, with hair flowing and in the garb of a witch, when night and day were 
equally powerful" .1) Someone says, that she can destroy a woman or a cow, 
that is insult. One calls a woman a whore, that is insult. Someone says, that 
a woman has intercourse with her father, or has caused abortion on herself, 
or has murdered her child, that is calumny. 
6. All these cases of sin should first be referred to the priest, and one 
should not become excited with jealousy or anger, at the risk of becoming 
liable to a fine of three marks. Called three but are two. 
6. 
One man robs another by robbing out of the hand, then be shall defend 
himself with the oath of twelve men, and the testimony of two from these 
twelve, and then stand in twelfth. He fails in his evidence, pay a fine of three 
sb::teenortugs. 
7. 
If one man demands pay from another, then he shall invite the neighbors 
to be present and hear that he demands pay. Then he may take security 
from him if he wishes. Has be a debt to collect, then be may proceed as the 
law says. If they disagree, then he shall name the amount of his indebtedness 
together with the oath, that be does not owe him any more. The other says 
nay to the demand, says be does not owe him anything, then be shall swear 
with twelve men, that be bas no debt to pay or present to refund. Is be 
refractory, pay three sixteenortugs and the debt. 
1. Pawn shall be redeemed by payment of debt and twelfth-oath. 
8. 
If a man kills horse or cattle for anyone, does he harm or injury to the 
animal, then shall a seventh-night-thing be set for him and the testimony of 
eyewitnesses be brought forth. Ask so the gods to help him, that "l saw, 
that thou didst kill that animal, and didst injure it". 'l'hen shall he go before 
the twelfth, and ask the gods so to help him and his witnesses, that "thou 
didst injure for me the animal, and thou didst kill my animal, and thou art 
guilty of that deed." Thereupon he shall pay for it with worn oath and 
three sixteenortugs. Are no eyewitnesses found, defend himself with twelve 
men. If such an animal was killed, that was worth two ore or more than 
two ore, that is full cattleinjury. If it is worth less than two ore, then it 
shall be paid for by twice its value, each according to its worth. 
1) That is, at twilight or dawn. 
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1. Horse or cattle is killed on the common of another village, is it not 
known who killed, then he (the owner) shall announce a seventh-night-thing 
for one of them, and hold it for all, and bring forth testimony on the seventh-
night-thing, that its life was destroyed by the hands of man, and because of 
this, they Rhall pay for it according to law. 
9. 
Cattle kill cattle, and the herdsman bears witnes , pay in full for it with 
sworn oath, and take he the carcass, or enjoy the meat and hide and take half 
a pay, he who owned from him who killed. Jn this case the herdsman is full 
witne s, whether free or slave. If pay i refused him, then shall a seventh-
nigbt-thing be set, and eyewitne s' te timony be brought forth. Then he aha.II 
prepare testimony and demand fines. If his legal rights are refused him, then 
he shall refer bis case to witnesses. Ask the gods so to help him, that "thine 
animal killed mine in the presence of eyewitne ses, and I made complaint 
against thee accordingly"'. Is he not able to carry through hie trial with legal 
testimony, then shall the defendant defend him If with twelve men. Ask the 
gods so to help him, that "my animal did not kill thine, and therefore I am 
not guilty of that, of which thou accusest me". 
1. An animal falls in~o the handiwork of man, into a \Yell or a ditch or 
other such works, and i killed thereby, then one hall pay six ore for a horse, 
half a mark for an ox, and likewise for cow and mare. In these cases com-
plaint and defence shall be made in the same manner as in ca es, when animal 
has killed animal. 
2. Jumps an animal a fence into a fenced-in field or meadow, when no 
one chases it, is killed thereby, lie there without cause of action at law. If it 
jumps out of a fenced-in pasture, pay for it he, who owns the fence. Chase 
omeone animals out of a fenced-in pasture, are they killed thereby, are there 
eyewitne , pay fine he, who chased, as is aid concerning that which may 
lie dearl in the diteh. Complain and defend in the same manner. 
3. If someone maims a horse, or cut off the hair from its tail, and stings 
out an eye, pay as fine one ore or defend himself with twelfth oath. 
10. 
All things borrowed slia.11 be returned complete to him who lent, without 
all controver y. 
] 1. 
A slave or elavewoman runs away from hi master, and commits any 
injury, kills or steals or robs, the owner shall not pay for the injury unlee he 
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gets his slave back. He gets them back, pay for their crimes according to Jaw, 
if there are eyewitnesses, or the stolen goods is found in their hands. Is that 
not found , defend himself with denial according to law. 
1. One man lends another his slave, answer he for his deed, who has re-
ceived the loan, while he is in his care. 
12. 
He who borrows from a freeholder a horse or an ox or a cow, he shall be 
responsible for all carelessness; that is thief, water, mire, halter and the like, 
1. An animal perishes through unforseen dangers; that is bear, or colic. 
then one shall not be responsible. For destruction by wolf one shall be re-
sponsible as for carelessness, if one does not obtain remnants of the animal. 
It is six ore for a horse, half a mark for an ox and likewise for a cow and mare. 
Obtains one remnants, pay not for wolf. 
13. 
Someone leaves his property with another for safekeeping, then he, who 
receives it, may not lose it, either by stealing or robbery, unless that free· 
holder's goods and property, who took charge are also taken. Bring forth 
what he will and swear with twelfth-oath, that he did not get any more of 
his property to keep, than what he now has produced. 
JORI>.tER BOLK.tER. 
Land code. 
1. 
There are five ways of obtaining land : one is inheritance, another is son's 
dowry, third is daughter's dowry, fourth is buying and fifth is gift. I) 
2. 
A buyer shall take two men from him, who sells the land, to be responsible 
for the surveying2) and he two from the other to be responsible for payment 
I) kotning: Gift. ee church code note 5. 
2) mfrerd: Survey. This waa carried out as follows: The buyer seller 
and ome witnesses, started from a certain point to walk about the J~nd to 
be sold, back to the starting point, thus determining its bouIIdaries. Schlyter 
claims, that it had a religious as well as a legal significance. 
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They shall take them both in the hand. Then the agreement to buy is com-
pleted. Break with three marks, be who "·isbes to break. One can not break 
the contract of sale after the surveying. Then a seventh-i;iigbt-thing shall be 
set for them, who are responsible for the survey, and for all, who o"·n land in 
the village. They shall walk around the fields and the meadows and so back 
again to the house. If that is criticized anywhere, then shall he defend, who 
sells the land, if complaint is made anywhere before the survey has been done. 
If the complaint is brought later, then shall he be responsible, who buys. The 
conflrmers of sale shall be eight, the ninth i called chief conflrmer. 
A seventh-night-thing shall be seven nights old. He shall defend the land• 
who owns it. With two t'velfths and two witnesses shall land title be de-
fended. To the seventh-night-thing shall that one be called, who waa respon-
sible for the buying, \Ybether it is found fault \1·ith him either as to the pay· 
ment or the survey. A seventh-night-thing shall be held for him. Dares he 
testify with a twellth-oath, that he was not responsible for the buying, then 
he is cleared. If he fails, pay a fine of three marks for breaking of sale. 
l. A title to inherited land i disputed, then it shall be defended with heir 
witnes s. Two men shall testify and stand in the twelltb. Thus shall the 
testimony be brought forth: "I testify to this and we two men, that thou 
didst take this land as inheritance and without complaint, with born testi-
mony bind we thus, as law state ··. Then be shall go before the twelfth and 
ask the gods to help him and his witnesses, that "I took tbi land as inheri-
tance and uncompla.ined, and I own and thou not at air•. 
2. If dispute about the land title is brought against him, who ha bought, 
th n be shall defend his title "''itb two twel~bs and two witne s. Ask the 
gods so to help him and bis witnes s, that "I bought this land with contract 
and survey, without complaint and in uch manner as the law says, and I 
own and thou not at all". Then he shall go before the other twelfth and 
swear likewise. Two men shall bear te timony to the Aale in each twelfth. 
3. 
If someone wish!'s to sell his land, then he shall offer it fir t to the heir. A 
seventh-night-thing shall be set for the heir, and then offer him to buy the 
land. Then he shall be called to the thing and the thingmen shall set a month-
meeting 1) for them. Comes be to bny the land at the month-meeting, that is 
bis right. Does he not come, then the seller shall appear at the thing, have 
1) I.e. meeting to take place one month after it had been announced. 
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himself adjudged right to sell to them, who offer him the largest price. The 
same law shall obtain for a woman as for a man in these cases. 
1. One shall not go to live in another's house, unless he so wishes, be it a 
man or woman, who lives at the home. 1) 
2. No one can buy land from his wife according to law, that is called 
wallbuying. 2) The freeholder may buy land to land if be wishes. 
3. He, who sells land, shall himself be present at the sale, whether it be a. 
woman, a child or a man. A minor shall announce a sale at the thing. 
4. A man buys real estate with personal property, and wishes to sell 
again for personal property, be shall legally offer the real estate to the one 
he bought from. He shall pay such a price for the land as is then offered. Will 
he trade for land, then be need not legally offer it to the former owner. 
4. 
A wife or a husband sell their land, add not the price to the common prop-
erty, buys for himself other land, that belongs to the one, who owned the 
price. 
1. A man buys with bis land, gives to boot from their common property, 
as soon as the property shall be divided, then shall so many ore be placed for 
division as were given to boot. 
2. If there is a disagreement between two married people, land is bought 
with personal property, one says the other does not own any of it, that one 
has right to prove 3), who wishe to prove ownership for both of them. 
3. If land is secured and surveyed after two persons come together in 
marriage, then it belongs to both. 
5. 
A bishop has right to prove before the king, the king's bailiff4) before the 
bishop and a freeholder before them all. Fret-holders own one village, the 
king's bailiff another, if they disagree, then the freeholders and not the king's 
bailiff have the right to prove and settle the disagreement between their vil-
lages. The freeholders live in the same village with the king's bailiff, they 
shall not lose their right to prove for that reason. 
1) I. e. no one shall be compelled again this or her will to leave one's own 
home and property to some one in order to receive support from him in the 
future. 
2) I. e. a sale within the walls of the same house. 
3) .£gba vitu: Have a right to prove, defend etc. The word vitu bas the 
following meanings: 1) proof, 2) testimony, 3) power to prove 4) right to 
prove oneself free by oath, 5) right of decision, 6) right to keep a~d use 7) to 
have a right to a certain thing. ' 
4) Lrendrer majlrer: bailiff. 
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6. 
Will someone take land as pawn, then a survey shall be arranged and 
measure out for him, land for pawn, a;i law says. If be redeems within three 
years, then the land is not lost by foreclosure. Doe it stand three years or 
more than three, then it is lost. 
1. Gives someone another kind of pawn, gold or silver, then he shall set 
and bold for him a seventh-night-thing, that be may redeem bis pawn, and 
demand payment of debt. He shall pay the debt, and then take bis oath, that 
the debt is not larger, than is now sworn. Will he not pay the debt, nor take 
the oath, then hall the other keep the pawn, and bring it to the thing, let it 
adjudge him right to sell it. 
7. 
Someone buys a farm, are separate fields bought therefrom, is there a di -
pute, then shall the owner have no right to prove except for one field. Then 
shall the owner of the farm ad\·ance with two twelfths, and ask the gods so 
to help him and his witnesses, that "this part wa never sold from this farm 
with confirmation and urvey and not disposed of, as the law says." 
1. One says, that he ha inherited a field part and another, that he has 
bought it, that one has right to prove, who says, that he ha inherited. 
2. One claims to own an outlying part and another the estate itself, that 
one has right to prove, who owns the estate. Outlying land 1) and fences 
shall all belong to the farm according to law. 
3. Someone has a home in the village and a one ore field and a six load 
meadow,2) then he has a right to outlying land and to forest. Owns he le s 
than one eighth part of an eighth, then he ha a right to leaf and grass and 
brush. Doe one not own one eighth part of an eighth, then one cannot ad-
judge to him outlying land a11ri forest . 
. \ village shall be built in eighths. Four roads shall lead out from a village. 
Gates and fences and bridges hall be divided among the eighth 
9. 
If the churchyard and dwellingyard meet, then shall the parish fence and 
not the lot. If a field and a lot meet, he hall fence, who owns the lot. Fence 
1) Utskipt: Outlyin~ land. Land that was separated from the estate by 
other land, and hence lying apart therefrom. 
2) Orros land: A field worth one ore; x las;ia reng: a meadow that 
brings six loads of hay. 
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between the lot and the field shall stand closed 1) on Ascensionday. Sbare-
fence2) between two lots shall always be in perfect condition, but no one 
shall pay for it, if not the one owner brings complaint against the other. 
10. 
Landmark stones: t'l\o shall be dug into the ground, the third placed on 
top of these. They shall testify, which lie in the ground. 
1. A house may be built so near the border, that there is place for prop!! 
and eavesdrippings between. 
11. 
Moves someone bis house away from the lot and cultivates this, then it 
shall be called field and not lot. One shall then seek to be freed from participa-
tion in the fence, that was between the lots, perfect and not imperfect. 
12. 
A road runs bet'l\een two lots, it shall be twentyeigbt feet wide. Has 
anyone a road over another's lot, be shall lay out the road for him, from bis 
lot as he wishes, not in a ditch, nor in a bog, nor upon the mountain. Half of 
the road shall each lay out between the lots. 
1. A funeral way shall be laid out to church. A corpse cannot be brought 
over another·s lot without his consent, without becoming guilty of a fine of 
three sixteenortugs. 
13. 
Someone goe to dwell in his field or meadow, then he shall fence about 
himself. omeone has a fence in front of him, then shall he legally demand by 
a seventh-night-thing and twelve men's oath, to have it torn down, and let 
bring evidence, that this fence stands in front of his dwelling place, so that he 
has no road out therefrom. Does he not tear down the fence before the day of 
the seventh-night-thing, pay three sixtecnortugs, and the other one removes 
the fence, according to decision of the thing, and let himself be adjudged to 
keep the fence in order, so long as his dwelling place is there. 
1. Does be move his building , then he shall seek to be freed from the fence 
in the same way that he formerly sought responsibility, let him have judg-
ment for perfect fence and not imperfect. 
2. Builds omeone a house in an open field, where other neighbors ha Ye 
land round about them, he cannot dwell there lawfully. They shall set and 
bold for him a seventh-night-thing, bring forth evidence that "he dwells in an 
1) That is, the fence should be in good condition. 
2) A fence which should be kept in order jointly by two neighbors. 
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open field and causes a cattlepa.th o•er field and meadow therefore he cannot 
dwell here lawfully." Then he shall be called to the thing, appoint for him a 
oneday, testify with two twelfths, let on the sregnarthing decree to morn 
away the dwelling, tear do\vn and not burn. 
3. Brothers divide their land, builds the one on the grass rim of a field or 
meadow, lies field to field, he has equal rights to prove with him, who lfre in 
the village. 
4. Builds he out ide on the village property, fence about himself. Builds 
be on the pasture land, fences about himself for three winters or more than 
three winters, then he bas the right to carry the axe to the woods, to brush 
and to pasture. Xo one has a right to land inside of his fence and he has no 
right to the common outside of bis fence. This is called islandhome. 1) He 
may not be tied in a sack. 2) Do the neighbors wish to make an enclosure in 
front of him, then they shall lay out for him a road to the common, fourteen 
yards wide. They shall make the fence who own the land on the way to the 
common. 
14. 
No one can make an inclosure by fence@, unle . they are all agreed, who 
own one eighth part of an eighth. As soon as it is fenced in, then he who 
wishes, shall haw a right to demand survey of the land, and set a se•entb-
nigbt-thing at some one'A place and hold it for all of them, who O\rn land in 
the village. Then be shall call them to the thing and appoint a. oneday, bring 
forth thingmen's testimony on the oneday, and then wear that "such judg-
ment ca.me in bi case at the thing, that be bould te.nd here today and with 
a. rope divide the land among the eighths." After it has been divided by rop-
ingS) among the eighths, then one hall refer it to the thing and at the sa>gnar-
thing caat lots, if one does not wish earlier, then adjudge to each eighth accord-
ing as fell the lots with thing testimony. Thu shall all divide among them-
sel>es land and fence , if they do not "l'.ish to divide in any other way. 
15. 
Someone claims to own a part of a pasture land, is there no fence round-
about, say the neighbor no thereto, do some say it is common property, then 
they have a. right to prove, who wish to adjudge the land to be common prop-
1) Holmetopt: Island home. A dwelling surrounded by the common as an 
island with water. 
2) He must not be shut in, so that he cannot get out. 
3) Mee.sured off by rope. 
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erty, and they hall defend it by two twelfths and two witne . Ask the gods 
so to help them and their witne , that, "this land about which we dieagree 
is the common property of all the neighbor and not thine only." 
1. There is a dispute between a separate farm and a village about com-
mon ground, then the Yillage has a. right to pro,-e and not the fa.rm. Half a. 
dozen freeholder shall be found in a. Yillage, if it shall be able to prove it If a 
full village. Two freeholders shall te ti!y in each twelfth. Is it a mound vil-
lage i) built in heathen time , theu shall two freeholders of tho who did not 
te tify, each go before their twelfth, ask the gods so to help them and their 
witn s s, that "th ir village hll.I! beeu a. £ull village in heathen time and 
cbristian tim , and therefore it has equal right to proYe it with the other vn-
la.ge a ording to law." If a man owns a whole village, is there a. church and 
half a twelfth of men living th re, then be may prove it to be a full village. 
16. 
If there i di. agreement concerninp: landboundarie. between villages, thPn 
they ball in. pi-ct the boundary between thPm, each Yillage go to itR mark, o 
on idered. One shall not claim the boundar,y to be within thP r nc of an-
other, wh r th fence has been tanding three winter or more. The village 
h a right to that. They hall go togPther and IPt evidence be brought forth 
at the pla , whi hi d !aim. I th one rich r with ref rence to witne 
then h hall have right t prov . Ila.v they both ju t as many witn 
then hall th c.>nnty arrange for a comm· ion from the thing. D th com-
mi ion agree, th n judgmPnt hall !JP p • d in favor ol that village. Do tbev 
. th n a com mi~ ion hall be appoint d by th tate and d ide tx>-
twt"t·n them. 
1. II th tat" and county di"nwee, th ta. shall have right to prov , 
and th hall hav right to prove, which do not t their provi ion 
county h 
hich there i di put . It ball be defended by two 
greem nt be w n the county and th villa th 
17. 
land from th land or another village, 
i h to f n in, and k th reupon to be freed 
t and not imperf t. 
1) Hoghre .bvr: .M?und village. Tht; mound were burial pl in heathen 
time d a villa with uch a mound rn or n ar it wa called mound village. 
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1. orueone wi11he to plow up a. fallow, then ha.II he, who wishes to take 
up, make a. fenre, then k him If free from it perf t and not imperfect. 
Plow1111omMne a eparate field, hP 11ball him If fence around it. 
2. • omeon wi!lh to enl'lo hi-; pasture, th n be shall make fen be-
tw n the pasture . He is not allowed to tak in anotht>r· cattle, without 
becoming liable to a. fine of three 1<ixt nilrtug . .\nd that village i, call d 
gr parer, which ~o rloes. 
3. I· low water betwe1>n two to.tell, fence each about hi11 allodium, and 
may they mPet in the r nter of the tream. 
L . 
Own1:1 a man an onl~· bare in another villaire, they have right to prow 
who liw in that villa!l"'. how larA'I' it ball he. That i called land with no 
right to prove, if it i. not cleflned by gra trip. and land mark11. One cannot 
n verthel lawfully t tily away the whole fll•lrl from th own r. 
19. 
lc.ndmnrk , .. Jnim that th y Ii•• in thP wrong 
\' •nth-nillht-tbing I t for tbi , n call to th thing be 
b . who di,.put ·ith him, d fend 
him If ' ·itb t ~·o twelfth . thnt tbi landmark Ii · in th•• right pince nod not 
in th wrong. 1) 
1. Who Hr hn ak .. up f{?' -.rim or lnndm rk. h i by oth rm n called 
an out-of-t>nrth-dil!'W'r. He i 1i hi to a fine of th -ixt ·nortull'!'. 
20. 
om n mo\\ another m n m dow, rom be thC"re, \\ho O\ ·n· it, he 
ball tak,., a \\;llo\ ·h ·ig, hit off the hn t and o pu h it into th" irrouml. 
That i legal prohibition. He canno remow it , without hecomiug liahl to a 
fin of three i t nortugii. Th n• he hall lay the hn~· in a bl'ap on I 
vidently in omplH , but the -ti mi -ing bo h b 
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HURU MIULNU SKAL GIERA. 
How a, mill sha.ll be built. 
A man wishes to build a mill, he shall not build in such a way, that he 
destroys another's property, either field or meadow or men's roads, or the 
neighbor's ~alks, or their mill, which was built before, or fishing works. 
1. A fishing place shall not be built in such a way as to destroy an older 
one. It is not allowed to fish in another's dam, if he does not permit, who 
owns it, nor in another man's ditch. 
2. A mill lies vacant three winters or more than three winters, is the 
timber rotten, then has anyone, who may wish a right to take it. Does the 
one, who owned the mill, say that the woodwork is not rotten, testify with 
two twel~hs, that the floodgates stood, and the posts, and the threshold lay 
there and also the waterchannel support. A man always owns a mill, while 
the woodwork is not altogether r otten. That man owns the millplace, who 
first builds thereon, whether it be on the land belonging to the state or to the 
neighbors. 
3. Persons dispute about the millplace, each says, that he owns it, an 
inspection shall be made. The 1aw shall be on his side, who has the largest 
number of witnesses. Have both just as many witnesses, then the state shall 
appoint a commission of insper.tion and decide between them. 1) 
4. Someone builds a mill in water belonging to several owners, O\vns 
another man land on the opposite side, then shall he let flow one third of 
the water, but two parts he may dam up, not over to the land on the other 
side unless he gets, by legal contract and survey, a place for his dam there. 
3. If the neighbors fence in the common in front of the mill doors, then he 
shall demand a road for himself. 2) 
They shall lay out such a road for him. If someone does not, they divide 
the land according to law, another gets on his lot the land in front of the mill-
doors, then his mill is useless, 
6. Someone builds a mill on bis land, fies the village common opposite on 
the other side, does another village own it, then he shall buy a place for his 
dam from them, who own the land in that village. 
7. Water shall not be turned out of its former course to another man's 
injury in any other way, than it has formerly flowed. 
8. Land can not be received as a gift. 
1) The .manner of procedure ii:!- cases of this kind is fully described in I. B. 
2) Portions of the text have eV1dently been le~ out in this paragraph. 
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I>.IETTA .IER I>IUV.IE BOLK.IER. 
This is the code on theft. 
A man accuses another of having stolen a horse or other animal, and is 
the animal brought ba<:k injured or sprained, the thief shall pay for it, if he 
fails in bis evidence, with sworn oath and full thief fine. 
2. 
Father and son steal, a.re caught in the act, father shall bang and son, if 
he is of age. 
1. A steward and a sla>e go to steal, the steward shall hang and not the 
slave. 
3. 
Someone catches bis thief and also the stolen property, bind the bands of 
the thief on bis back and lead him to the thing, with two witnesses, who testi-
fy at the thing, that be is a true thief, and with twelve men go to swear at the 
thing, that be is fully a thief, hence be deserves to loose bis life. Thereupon be 
shall be condemned to beheading and banging, to killing and death, to turf 
and to tar, without rights for heir and plaintiff, as well before the church as 
before the king. 
1. A thief is caught on the road and not by the one, from whom he bas 
stolen, then be shall lead the thief with bimsell home, and send a messenger to 
the one, who bas been robbed. Has be caught bis true thief, take one mark 
for thief and two ore for the stolen goods. If be, from whom proPerty is 
stolen, say , that this stolen property is not his, neither the thief, let the one 
who has the thief in bi possession, bring him to the thing. Let him be judged 
from . there to the king's estate. 1) The freeholder parts with the thief &"Uiltless 
at the thing. 
2. Catches omeone another man's thief on the road, and not bis own, 
lets him loose contrary to law, then be mil be considered partaker in the the~. 
4. 
Thus it is stated in the law, that thieves are three: One is be who steals 
and takes away, another brings the goods into the bands of the thief, the 
third receives it. They are all guilty in the same degree. 
1) Konungsgarp: King's estate. The place where the king's bailiff lived, 
who could do what be pleased with the thief. 
5 
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1. There are three conditions under which a thief may not defend bimselI 
by oath: 
One, iI he is found with the goods stolen in bis hands, second, if it is found 
in bis house, third, iI it can be proven, that he had brought it inside of bis 
fence and gate. He can never clear himself. 
2. There are three ways in which a thief ma.y defend himselI: One, that, 
"l did not steal thy goods, and I did not ma.ke myself a. thief on it," second, 
that, "I did not bring thy goods into the hands of a thief," third, that, "I am 
not thy receiving thief" 1), a.nd defend himself as is said. 
5. 
omeone is robbed, follows the track, sends a me age cylinder2) in his steps, 
first the village shall be searched. He shall call on the neighbors. They shall 
go along. The track leads not out of the village, then they shall ma.ke a house-
arch. The neighbors shall first go into his house, whom they most suspect. 
He ball be called out, and house arch demanded. The freeholder shall not 
refuse bou search, iI he is a.t home him If. He hall open up bis dwelling 
houses, tha.t is granary, pantry and bedrooms. These three are dwelling 
house . But other houses, both table and barn, a.re called outhouses, though 
there be lock on them. 
1. The freeholder shall now open the houses. Now the freeholder , who 
baa lo t the goods, and another with him, in whom they both have faith, shall 
enter, they shall both be bareheaded and ungirdled, and barefooted, with 
breeches ti d at the knee, and o enter. They shall search these hou . If he 
finds his good in there under lock and key, is it covered by straw, then the 
owner of the house i the thief. Then they take thi thief lawfully, because he 
i a true thief and never can he clear himself by law from this accusation. Will 
he acknowledge him If to be a true thief, then shall the freeholder, who brings 
in complaint, have a right to take fine for bis loss, and his own goods back, 
and beyond tba.t as much as the law pr cribe . Then the freeholder may law-
fully ttle with him, though not sooner than before the county judge, if he 
does not obtain urity for himself. 
Pay fine for bis crime to land and king as the law says. Will he not 
acknowledge, then shall the hands of the thief be bound on his back, and he be 
brought to the thing. If be is let go any sooner, there i a. fine of forty marks. 
A man take a bound thief by force from someone, then he shall refer to the 
1) Vi!'rertakrer J'iuner: One who receives tolen goods in order to hide it. 
2) Bup krefii: Mes age cylindt>r. A rounrl tick or other object, on which 
me sage of information were written. 
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nearest man as witness, and in the nearest village, that be was robbed of bi 
thief, and therefore is the other one guilty of a fine of forty marks. 
2. Now ii stolen goods is found in a closed or locked ve I, trunk or chest, 
to which the housewife bas the key, then the housewife is thief. The freeholder 
will not pay the legal fine, then ball the housewife be arrested, and b r band 
bound on her back, bring her to the thing before all the Goth or before tbe 
county. Then if the freeholder wi hes to free bis wife by fine according to 
law, then shall the woman be let go, becau a woman is a minor. he mll8t 
not be beheaded nor banged except for witchcraft. 
6. 
A freeholder goes to seek hi property, be is refused bou search, then shall 
be demand it in the presence of witne s, becau he dares not refu him 
house· arch, if be is himsell at home. If be refu him bou rch, then be 
draw suspicion on himself for the theft. Then the case hall be referred to th 
neighbors as witn s, that •·now is housesearcb denied". Th n the fr holder 
cal1 him bis thi f, because be refused bousesearcb. • ·ow the accused says no 
thereto, then the freehold er shall report to tho judge. He shall et a thing and 
appoint a jury, and ask him, why he refu d hou search, if he claim not to 
be bis tbi !. He i guilty of three si. teeniirtugs. 
3. :-low the fine is paid for refu ing house. arch. Rut that cMe ~tand 
open, that be is called thief. He 1<ha.ll deft>ncl him If with two twelfth and 
four men's foreoath . 2) Fails be, pay fine as law eays. 
7. 
·ow as to the outbou Be who bas 1 t property brings complaint. 
"Thu it came tbere, that thou or thy n-antl<, who cau it i thy duty to 
pl ad, cau d it." Then that freeholder i in duty bound to prove. wear with 
two twelfth and four men's foreoa.th, that "that came there neith r with my 
knowledge or action, nor with their knowledge or action for whom I am re-
spon ible. It was brought ther by !'omeone el , and I caused not that th ft.·· 
1. Doe one freeholder accuse another of carrying stolen property into hi 
bou , defend him lf with two twelfth .. 
A man finds his animal, then be hall ask security for it. The freeholder 
can not refu security without incriminating him If. Then ball the free-
holder ask urity for good tolen by a thief. Then a ventb-nigbt-thing 
2) Foref:'a: foreoath. An oath, which was to be followed by another, 
sworn by >era! men. 
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shall be set for him, who gave security, and hold it for him, who has the horse 
in his possession. 
1. A stolen animal shall be led to the third seller. 1) From the third seller 
he shall redeem his property, or swear with twelfthoath and two men's testi-
mony "that it was born at home and there sipped and sucked milk out of 
mother's udder, and I own and thou not." Dares he not swear thus, then he 
shall go forward, who has recognized his property and swear with twelfth-
oath and two witnesses, that "this animal was stolen from me, and nowhere 
did I recognize it before here, and I own and thou not." 
9. 
A man finds his animal on the public road, then shall he, who has it in his 
possession, obtain for it road security2) from those living near, for seven 
nights to house and home. Then he shall come after, who has recognized his 
own. He shall then ask sequestration securityS) for it from a property ovn1er. 
He places it in security as stolen property, then shall the other redeem it there, 
where it is found, unless he takes the oath of homeborn. 4) The one who has 
the sequestered animal, shall bring it forth. Is it not brought forth, then 
sequestration has not been lawfully performed, and he is liable to a fine of 
three sixteenortugs or defend himself with twelfthoath and two men's testi-
mony. 
10. 
A man recognizes his animal in the possession of another man. This one, 
who ha"8 it in his possession, claims to have borrowed it, then he, who claims 
to own, shall go after it and ask security for it from him, who ha"8 it in his 
possession. He can not refuse without incriminating himself. Does he sequester 
for robbery, then the other one shall redeem it, where he finds the same, or 
defend it as homeborn. A seventh-night-thing shall be set for it, to redeem 
with lawful witnesses, if the former does not complete legal defense for it. 
1) I>ripi sali : Third seller. The third possessor counted from him, who now 
had the animal in his ca.re, and who was called the first seller. The second sel-
ler was he, with whom the animal was found, and the third seller was the one 
from whom the second seller said, that he had bought the animal. 
2) Brotrer tak: Roadsecurity. A person's security for, that something found 
on the public road should after seven days be produced at his home. 
3) Kvareretu tak: Sequestration security. Security given, where someone 
found something with another, that had been stolen from him (the finder) and 
a third person became responsible for, that it should be brought forth at the 
thing. 
4) Fylsvat: An oath to prove, that the animal had been born and raised 
at someone's home or farm. · 
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11. 
Legal securities are three: The first is road security to home and to house. 
The second is sequestration security ''ith him, on whom they both agree. 
The third is law security,1) before land and lawman. That one freeholder 
cannot refuse another without incriminating himself. 
12. 
A man places his animal in sequestration, says he, who has it in his pos-
se ion, that he bought it from a foreigner, and is the salesman 2) a country-
man, then he shall set a se'°enth-nightrtbin~ for him, who ha the animal in 
his possession. He shall notify his seller. He arrives, wishes to prove it 
homeborn, that he has a right to. Come he not, then shall he prove it to be 
his by twelfthoath and two men·s testimony. 
1. Are they both foreigners, 'IVho have contracted a sale with each other, 
then they shall arrange a fortnight meeting. Let all come to that landboarder, 
which is nearest the seller, the ale man and he, who has the animal in his 
posses ion, and the plaintiff, there it shall be defended as homeborn or legally 
redeemed. 
2. If one from our land and another from beyond Kiregglan S) or from 
Denmark tra-Oe with each other, then hall a month meeting be announced, the 
animal be led to the land boarder, and one of two things be done: redeem it 
according to law, or defend it be, who ha~ it in his possession. uch Jaw and 
right as foreigner make for us, su<'h will we make for them. 
13. 
A man lo s hi animal, buys it back and recognizes it not then, doe o 
later, then he shall inform his ale man. Bring the animal to him, who sold 
it to him, and bring complaint in regard to the animal, which was paid for by 
mi take, and then lead it to the third seller. '£here he shall take the oath for 
homeborn or redeem it according to law. One of our countrymen recognires 
his animal in another country, or a foreigner in our country, then a seventh-
rught.thing shall be set and redeem his animal with three men. One shall be 
he, who brings complaint in regard to the animal, another from his country 
1) kirelre tak: Law curity. Security for omething, the owner hip of 
which was di puted, while the case was referred to the lawman for inve ti-
gation. 
2) Vin: Mediator at a marriage or a sale, hence in the ond instance 
sale man. A third person, who should be present at certain bu ine transac-
tions. 
S) Kiregglan: A forest between 8.rike and V8.stmanland. 
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with him. The third shall be from that land, in which he has found his animal. 
He, who has it in his possession, shall give it up because of this evidence, if he 
does not wish to defend himself with twelfthoath, that on his farm, "there 
was this animal horneborn, and therefore I own him and thou hast not any 
part therein." Dares he not swear to this, then the other shall prove this by 
three men, that he owns that animal "and thou not". Lead it to the third 
man, or pay fine according to law. 
A man finds another man's animal in a thief's halter or drives the thief off, 
then be shall make it known as the law says, and clear himself from theft. 
Comes he after it, who has recognized it as his own, then he shall step forth 
with a twelfthoath and two men's testimony. Ask the gods so to help him 
and his witnesses, that "I found this animal in a thief's halter or I drove the 
thief off, therefore am I wortby of lawful findingfee, and I made it known to 
the first man I met, and in the nearest village, and at the third thing, therefore 
am I worthy to be free from theft". Then he shall go forth, who has recog-
nized his animal and swear, that "this animal was stolen from me, and no-
where did I recognize it before here, and I own and thou not". Then he who 
has redeemed his animal, shall pay two ore for a horse as findingfee, if he finds 
him outside the county, and one ore if he redeems him within the county, and 
not more even if they are more than one about it. 1) 
15. 
A mare is stolen and is not with foal, becomes afterwards with foal, 
another happens to buy the mare, the owner happens to find his property, he 
shall sequester it, and set a seventh-night-thing, and redeem his property 
according to law, if the other does not take the oath of homeborn. He shall 
own the colt, on whose farm it was born. 
16. 
A man steals another man's slave or slavewoman, runs away, be pursues, 
who owns them, gets bis property back, and leads it up to him, whom he calls 
thief, to yard and to gate, with such evidence, that he is not able to clear him-
self from the a<'.Cusation of theft according to right law, to him he shall pay 
for that ca.se of theft, eight ortugs les than four marks, the same to the king 
and the same to all men. 
1) Ok eigh py merm at fiere seam en maprer a: and not more even if they 
are more than one man about it. The expression admits of two interpreta-
tions. One is that fiere refers to the owne~s of the horse, that they were 
several and on account thereof a larger sum IIllght be expected, and the other 
that the finders wereflere and could therefore each expect finding fee. The last 
seems to be the one which the context suggests. 
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17. 
A man finds his slave or sla.vewoman, sa.ys they a.re stolen or robbed from 
him, then he shall sequester them. Then he shall set a. seventh-night-thing for 
the one with whom they were sequestered. Bondsman at the seventh-night-
thing shall be he, who ha.s the person in his possession. He has right to prove, 
who has them in his possession, if Witne ses be ha.d. Prove them homeborn, 
by twelfthoa.th a.nd two men's testimony. Ask the gods so to help himself and 
his witnesses, tha.t "I raised him a.t home in hedge and household. There he 
sucked and sipped milk out of mother's udder, he was wrapped in swaddles 
and placed in the cradle, therefore I own him a.nd thou not." Fails he, then 
shall he, who has sequestered his property, swear with twelfthoath and two 
men' testimony, that "this man or woman was stolen from me or robbed, 
and nowhere did I recognize him before here, and I own and thou not." 
18. 
A man captures his runa.wa.y slave or sla.vewoma.n, then he shall announce 
as the law says. The owner ha.II pa.y findingfee for it. Two ore within the 
boarders of our la.nd a.nd half a mark outside. Prove the person to be hi , a.a 
la.w is. 
19. 
A slave and slavewoman shall be bought a.nd sold through a. salesman. A 
freeholder is aaked to be his salesman, who sell , and his who buys, then he 
shall buy and sell, who iR asked to act as sale man. The freeholder shall be 
responsible for the seller of a. slave or la.vewoma.n to the buyer one month, the 
neare t for epilepsy, but for a. breach of peace always. 
1. Therefore a sale man shall be u d at all ales, that he may free from 
theft at all ale . One calls tbe other a. thief, then shall the sa.1 sman testify 
and the two together with twelfthoa.th, that "I bought this animal with a 
a.le man and with witnes sin such manner as the law says, and hence I did 
not cause that which thou accuse t me of. 
2. Horses and cattle, hoofed beast and horned bea t, cut cloth and hilted 
weapon, these shall be bought and sold , . .,;th a ea.le man a.nd witnes n-
hilted swords and uncut cloth, a.nd all that which lie in the booths, and that 
which is bought on the market place in the booths or out ide, if someone com-
plains of that, then he shall have two men's te timony, that it was a. proper 
market bargain, hence he is not thief on account of that buying. 
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I>.IETTA .IER FORNiEMIS SAKIR. 
This treats of Un fa wful acts. 
1. 
There are many kinds of unlawful acts. One is this, that a man takes 
another man's beast of burden out in the pasture without permission, and 
drives or rides with it, then he is guilty of a fine of three sixteenortugs. 
2. 
A man cuts down without permission an oaktree, that bears acorns, then 
he is guilty of a fine of six ore. He cuts down three or more than three, then 
it is a case of three sixteen-ortugs. Cuts he down young trees, then it is a case 
of eight ortugs, unless the forest is placed under county protection. Then be 
shall pay a fine of three sixteenortugs. 
1. One man meets another, who has timber loaded, be brings complaint 
against him and claims the timber to be his and asks him to drive to the 
stump, then he shall gJ with him. If he is guilty of the offence, pay eight or-
tugs to the plaintiff alone for a young tree, and six ore for a fruitbearing tree. 
If be refuses to drive to the 8tump, then it is lawlessness. 
2. A man catches someone in bia forest, a slave or hired man, take from 
him the ax, or that beast of burden, which is on the farther side. 1) 
A man catches a freeholder or his son at the stump, then he owns the 
timber, who owns the land. Take away the timber from him lawfully. After-
wards bring accusation against him for cutting in the forest, if he wishes. 
3. A man drives through another man's forest, breaks the axletree or 
sledrunner, cut lawful1y both. 
3. 
A man takes away a horse or ox, wagon or sled , ship having a rudder, 
milks another's cow on a working day during harvest time, all these are un-
lawful acts. The fine for these shall be six ore. One ore for a rowboat, two 
for a towboat, half a mark for a seven-oar-boat. One ortug for a rake, for 
two, two ortugs, for three or more than three, that is unlawful act, six ore. 
4. 
A man drives over an uncut meadow or a field after it has sprouted, pay a 
1) As the driver used to go on the le~ side of the load, which is yet the 
custom in Sweden, the farthest animal was the one on the right side. 
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fine of one ortug for each wheel. Drives a second time, pay a fine of three 
sixteenortugs, because then it is called manuretrack. 
5. 
A man takes away another man's fence, pay a fine of three sixteenortugs. 
A man takes away another man's timber, cut in the fore tor elsewhere, pay 
three sixteenortugs, if he fails to prove his right. 
1. He who moves hie fence from a field before it is harvested, reimburse 
for all the injury, which is done thereby and beyond that three sixteenortuge 
to him alone, who suffers the los , not to the king and not to all men. 
2. A man tears down another man's fence, a freeholder suffers lo e there-
by, he who broke down, pay eight ortugs, or he who owns, if he does not find 
him, who tore. 
3. Cattle jump into a field over a fence, that is whole, he who own the 
cattle put up as much as he wishes, and swear then with a oneoath, if le s 
damage is done than a fleldload. Claims the other one, that the damage i 
greater than one fieldload, then pay back one fieldload and not more, even iI 
the damage is greater. 
6. 
A man takes away taken-up-cattle from a man or a woman, pay three 
sixteenortugs, or defend him elf with twelfthoath. Taken-up-cattle one shall 
drive away from a man and not take. 
1. A man finds another man· cattle on hie field, announce it as other 
theft. The one, who owns the animal, acknowledge it to be hi , redeem it as 
other taken-up-cattle. 
2. A man tethers his horse on another man's field or meadow, pay a fine 
of three sixteenortuge, or defend himself with twelfthoath. 
3. A man keeps hie cattle in another man's private inclo ure, with dog 
and with herdsman - three or more than three 2) - then be shall defend bim-
ee!I with twelftboatb. Then, if be fails, pay a fine of three sixteenortug . 
4. A man ties bis animal during daytime and it gets loose, a block or a 
fetter is on it, goes it into someone's field and is taken up, then redeem it by 
hie oneoa.tb. 
2) The words 'III rollier III flere· are not found in Noreen's edition, but are 
given by Seblyter as well as Yendell with the note, that it perba.p is a. mar-
ginal remark. 
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FORMIEMIS BOLIV£R. 
7he code on unla.wlul acts. 1) 
All outfences 2) a.nd gates should be closed a.nd in good condition on Ascen-
sionday. Lies the gate broken, tha.t is a case of six ore. One ore for a.n only 
opening on the outfence, eight ortugs for a homefence. 8) 
2. 
A horse rolls, a hog roots on a. sprouted field, pay ba.ck such seed as has 
been sown one bushel for each third weltering or rooting. 
3. 
A grass-sitter 4) dwells on someone's estate, shares ownership neither in 
fences nor gates, neither meadow nor field, then he has no legal right to 
have anything quick outside the fences, without making himself liable to a 
fine of three sixteen·ortugs. 
4. 
A tethered animal cannot be kept in a field or meadow without permis-
sion, without the owner becoming liable to a. fine of eight ortugs to a.11 neigh-
bors. 
1. 'l'he priest has a legal right to have a. horse on the common, because 
he shall ride out into the parish, if there are sudden summons to give the free-
holder the Lord's supper or the extreme unction. 
5. 
A man buys cattle from an infected village, drives home without permis-
sion of the neighbors, then sha.11 whosoever finds the animal cut it down. 
6. 
Fodder cattle, and hired cattle, sequestered cattle and pawn cattle, these 
shall be guarded against all injury by hunger and halter, mountain a.nd 
bridge, water and mire, wolf and thief. These are all injuries because of care-
lessness. For all of them shall fine be paid with twelfthoa.th. 
1) It i~ evident, that this and the foregoin~ codes belong to~ether, and they 
have origma.lly, no doubt, had the same headmg. The sepa.rat10n of the latter 
from the former was perhaps caused by the circumstance, that its first para-
graph begins with a capital letter. 
2) Utgar)Joor: Fences about land lying separate from the estate itself. 
a) Bolgar)Jrer: Fences about the house and yard of an estate. 
4) Groossooti: Grass-sitter. A person living gratis at somebody's home or 
fa.rm. 
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1. For unforseen dangers, from ca.us& beyond man's control, one shall not 
answAr. These are such causes: Lightning, fire, robbery, bear, poison, and 
plague. 1) 
7. 
A man finds a swarm of bees on another man's mAadow, agree they, then 
he owns one hall, who owns the land. Is there a dispute, then has that one 
right to prove, who owns the land. Swear with twellthoatb and two men's 
testimony, that " this swarm which thou claimest, I noticed sooner than thou, 
therefore I own and thou not." 
1. He owns hare, who catches, he owns fox who starts, be owns wolf, 
who kills, he owns bear, who slays, he owns elk, who fells, be owns otter, who 
out of river takes him. 
2. He finds a swarm of bees, who has lawful ownership in the forest, have 
the whole swarm. An oaktree must not be cut down without the permission 
of the neighbors. 
3. A man finds falcons in his forest, or on the common, binds bands a.bout 
their feet, no one may take them away without becoming liable to a fine of 
three sixteenortugs. 
8. 
A man takes the bark off an acornbearing oaktree in another's forest, that 
is a case of six ore, if he can not defend himself by oath. A man take the bark 
off from three or more than three, that is a case of three sixteenortug . Takes 
he the bark off from young trees enongh for a load of wood, that is a case of 
six ore. Does he take the bark off from enough for three loads or more than 
three, pay a fine of three sixteenortugs. a.ya be nay thereto, then shall a 
seventh-night-thing be set for him. Defend himseU with twelve men. 
9. 
A man sets fire to another man' bay out on the meadow, that is tre pas , 
complaint shall be made against him at a seventh-night-thing. Then he shall 
defend himself with a twellthoath and two men' testimony, that "I did not 
put fire to thy bay, and I am not guilty of that, for which thou bringest com-
plaint against me." 
1. It i the same way with reference to all imilar cases, if omeone pu 
fire to a mill, or fishingdam, bru hfence, bridge, or timber, cut in the fore t. 
1) , tingrer ok starvi are said by Schlyter to be names of dangerous inter-
nal ailments, and they ar'e translated by J. . Carlson as above : Gift och pest, 
or poison and plague. 
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That is all trespass. That shall be paid for by sworn oath, that it was not 
better, and besides this three sixteenortugs. 
10. 
A wild bea.st takl!s cattle from the herdsman, gets he not remnants from 
it, let bim lose as much of his hire, as he should have for that animal. If he 
gets reJJJnants, then he is not at fault. An animal lies in the mire dead, then 
shall tbe herdsman stick his staff by it, place his hat under its head, or his 
cloak, or break brush and place under it. They shall testify, that carelessness 
has not been the cause. 
11. 
Legal meetingdays are two : Easter and Michrelsmass. A man engages a 
manservant, if this one does not come to his table, then it is his right to prove 
with twelfthoath and two men's testimony, that "I did not hire myself out 
to thee, and made no agreement with thee." Dares he not swear thus, pay as 
large a fine as was promised to him. He goes to his table, eate supper and 
breakfast, then he cannot free himself by oath. Pay as large a fine as was 
promised to him, and pay as fine besides three sixteenortugs. Whoever keeps 
his manservant after the freeholder has entered legal complaint, shall pay a 
fine of three sixteenortugs. 
2. The freeholder shall lose just a.a much, if he drives a manservant from 
his ho:lle and table. 
Let the all-detestable-one make himself angry. 1) 
1) Greri hvemleprer sik vre):lien: Make the all-destestable-one himself angry. 
This 1ast statement is difficult to translate and much bas been said about it. 
It seems clear, however, that it is not a part of the last paragraph. but rather 
a closing sentence, a general summary. Otman translates: Gore den hvarjom-
lede sig vred, and J. S. Carlson suggests a somewhat free translation : Detta 
ar lagen och se'n gore satan som han bebagar. I. e. this is the law whether it 
pleases the devil or not. This threat closes the law proper, what follows is of 
a later date. Other laws close with prayer, this one ends by a defiant and 
scornful challenge to the evil one, showing a strong belief in the power of 
good, o.nd a firm conviction that right and justice will finally triumph. 
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l>ATT.tE .tER LEKARA R.tETAR. 
These are p layers rights. 
A player 1) is thrashed, that shall always go unpunished. If a player is 
wounded, he who goes about with a jew's harp, carries a fiddle or a drum, 
then they shall take a wild heifer bring her up mt top of a hill. 2) Then one 
shall shave all the hair off her tail and grease it. Then he shall be given newly 
greased shoes. Then the player shall grasp the heifer's tail, someone shall 
striktl hard ~ith a sharp lash. If he is able to hold, then he shall have that 
good bea8t and enjoy it as dogs grass. 3) Is he not able to hold fast, have 
and endure, that which he receh'ed, shame and injury. Ll>t him never expect 
more right to fine, than a whipped slave woman. Always has the defendant 
right to free himself by oath, and the nearest of kin right to enherit. 
It is plain that this code is quite different from the foregoing part of the 
law. It is found in the oldest manuscript, but left out in the later V. G. L. II, 
perhaps because it is too playful and mirthful, as compared with the solemn 
and stern character of the law itself. The vagabond character of the e tramp 
musicians very likely gave the sturdy and earuest Westgoth ample reason for 
such treatment as this law pre cribes. 
H.tER SIGHJER AF LANDAM.IERUM. 
Here is told of the land bounda.rie . 4) 
Edmund, goodfornothing, was king at psala, and Sven, forkedbeard, in 
Denmark. They placed landmarks between weden and Denmark. 6) Then 
were appointed from Sweden: Kakaldi from Tiundalund, Botn from Fjiidrun-
daland, Gasi from Vii tmanland, Grimaldi from 0 tergotland, rennir from 
1) Lekari. A travelling clown or treet musician. 
2) Bre ing: Hill. A small hill or mound. The common and everyday name 
of such hill on "Larf's bed" the plain of Larf is called, "Larfva biisinge." 
3) That i , not have any good of it, but do as a dog, when he has ea.ten 
grasa, vomit it up. 
4) Schlyter and others have as heading for this code: J?rettre ii.r conong 
bolkrer: this is the king's code, which is shown to be spurious and doe not 
fit the code. Codex II: has the superscription, which is here used. 
6) This meeting was held about the year 1060. The kings, who took part 
in the festivities, were: Edmund goodfornothing of Sweden, Harold hard ruler 
of Norway and Sven Estridson of Denmark. 
- - - · 
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SmAland, Thorsten from Viistergotland. From Denmark: Tolle from Jutland, 
Toti and Toki from Jutland, Grimkel from Sjalland, Dan from SkA,ne, Grimi-
tun from Halla.nd. These twelve placed six stones between the kingdoms. 
The first stone on Suntru ridge, the second, in Dana creek, the third, the Kinna 
stone, the fourth, on Vraksnas, the fifth, the White stone, the sixth, the Brimsa 
stone between Blekinge and More. 
Dana 1) Island is divided into three parts. One part is owned by the king 
of Upsala, the other part owns the king of the Danes, and the third part the 
king of Norway owns. When they held the meeting the king of the Danes held 
in the bridle of the Upsala. king's horse, and the Norwegian king held in the 
stirrup. 
HORO l>INGLOT SKAL SKIPT...E. 
Ho-W the thing fines shall be divided. 
Here is told how the thing fines 2) shall be divided among the districts at 
all men's thing. 
Vadsbo a) that is a whole district. Ta.ke just as much one man as the 
other. Kinda county is half a district, Valla and Kllkind counties half a. dis-
trict, Valla county takes two parts and KAkind a third. 
Gudhem district. Gudhem and Frokind counties is a distrist, Frokind 
county takes one fi~h and Gudhem four fi~hs. Vilske, As and Mark counties 
are half a district. Mark takes two fi~hs and Vilske and As divide equally 
the rest. 
Lung district shall part in thirds. One part is Als, Barne and Laske 
counties. Barne takes two parts and Als and Laske three. Another third is 
Giisene, Veden and Ballebygd counties. 
Veden and Ballebygd take one fifth, and Giisene four filths. Then Balle-
bygd takes one filth with Veden. 
l) A little island in Dana Bay near the harbor of Gothenburg, Sweden, 
where this meeting toos place. ta . . . Z) Fines that belonged tC! the s te and at the thm.g o! all men were dmded 
among the differen~ counties, and then perhaps distributed by the county 
th' o g the citizens. m3~ ~'::e ~roper na.mes are spelled according to the present day orthography. 
I. 
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The third third of Lung district is Kullings county and all the outlands. 1) 
Now As di8trict begins. Ski\.nings county is half a district. Ase, Viste, and 
Norddal county half a district. Norddal takes one eighth, then Ase two part.a 
and Viste a third. Here the people from Ski\nings county take theDalpeoples2) 
part, because they shall put up roofing and lay shingle roof on the Mary's 
church at Skara. S) 
Now Holasjo district begins. Ale and Bjorke counties is half a district. 
Flundre and Vane counties is half a district. 
ow SkA!ands district begins. Ki\.llands county takes two part.a and 
Vedbo and the whole of Sundal county one third. 
Now Wartofta district begins. Wartofta county half a district. Redvag 
and Kind half a district, take each one half. 
First these districts divide with fi"ve. Wartofta, Gudhem, and Lung, the 
three take one half with the five. 4) 
BISHOP BRYNIOLFS STAI>VE. 
Bishop Bryniolf's Ordinance. 6) 
Bryniolf, with the grace of God, bishop of kara, send all men, who see 
this letter, God's greetings, and fatherly bles ing. 
All men houJd know, that, concerning the disagreement exi ting within 
our diocese with reference to the privilege of the church, that our lord king 
Magnus with the a sent of our chapter decreed in the following way. 
1. Graintithe, and that of every kind of growing produce and of cattle, 
shall be fully given. Is someone accused <tf, that be is at fauJt with re pect to 
the whole tithe, either that to the bi hop, or the priest, or the church, or the 
hospital defend himself with seven jurymen. Fails be in this, then pay t o the 
l) Utlandin: Outlands. Thus the four counties Viitle, iiJvedal, skim 
and Hisingen, situated on the south side of the mouth of Gota Alf, were called. 
2) Dalbo lot: Dal people's share. The people of Dalsland. 
S) kara. A city in Vastergotland. 
4) This implies that there should be eight di tricts, wherea;i only seven can 
be found in the text. The only explanation, that can b~ given,_ i , .that Dalbo, 
which has no share for reasons abo.ve stated,_ was the eighth ~1Btnct. . 
6) Cod. A. bas no superscription to tb1 , but the beadwg above used 1s 
supplied from codex. II. 
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plaintiff sixteen ortugs and out with the tithe. Is some one accused of, that 
he keeps back a part of the tithe either to the bishop, or the priest, or the 
church, or the hospital, or the dean's fee, or the Falkoping's bushel 1), then 
defend himself with himself 2) and his neighbor and his jurymen. Fails he in 
this, then pay to the plaintiff eight ortugs and that part of the tithe, which he 
kept back. And this same kind of defence do we understand to apply to all 
kinds of tithes, except the poor people's share, which the freeholder shall keep 
and give to the poor. 
Is it so that no part of the tithe is paid before Easter Eve, then pay to all 
plaintiffs one sixteenortug, and out TI""ith the whole tithe. 
2. With reference to headtithe it is thus decreed, that whatever man, who 
does inherit after his father or mother a whole farm, he shall give headtithe 
after the third crop. Inherit several a whole farm and wish to live together, 
then they may remain there in three years, and then give headtithe. If anyone 
of them wishes to leave before the three years are out, then give headtithe of 
his property, as soon as there is a division. Do they all wish to part, then 
give headtithe, except a young girl. 'l'ithe not before she is married. 
Some one inherits personal property, then give headtithe as soon as he 
inherits, and not again from that property except if the church is to be conse-
crated ten years thereafter. 
By this we mean the men, who are landowners, and not tenants, who are 
not asked to tithe at church consecration. A woman shall give headtithe, 
when she marries, and a male person not before he is fifteen years old. 
A man takes himself a lawful wife, they shall give headtithe after the third 
crop from the property they then posse s. Do they inherit after father or 
mother, then pay tithe as above said. 
3. Whatsoever man, who injures or kills at these assemblages: in Skara 
on Moundy Thursday, at the clerical meeting on our Lady's birthday, in Fal-
koping at Botulf's mass or Pankrat's mass, in Skofde 3) at Hellen's mass, on 
the true church road, whether on home journey or departure on that day, on 
which the church is con ecrated in the church village, then pay as fine ten 
marks to the bishop. 
Whosoever wounds or slays in the church yard because of his illwill, pay a 
fine to the bishop of three marks. Does he do it in the church, pay the bishop 
1) Falkopings bushel: A. bushel of oats or barley, which should be con-
tributed by each freeholder yearly to the church of the city of Falkoping. 
2) Vrere sik med sik: A. construction found nowhere else in this law, and 
which shows, that this code is of considerably later date, than the law proper. 
3) Skofde: A. city in Vastergotland. 
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nine marks and become not a citizen before tbe bishop prays for him, and 
thereafter he shall pay as fine twent;y marks to the bishop. And this prayer 
and penance do we wish to be observed also in these two next cases. 
4. About the persons, who desecrate holidays is thus decreed, that whoso-
ever works on Easter Sunday, Ascension day, Whit-Sunday, Christmas Day, 
New Year's Day, Epiphany Sunday, any one of our Lady's days, any Apostle's 
day, Midsummerday, St. Laurintz's Day, St. Michael's Day, All Saints' Day, 
then pay to the bishop a fine of eight ortugs in current coin. 
5. A married man sins with an unmarried woman, pay to the bishop 
twelve ore. A married man sins with another man's wife, pay to the bishop 
nine marks. For incest between brother and sister, or cousins on the mother's 
side, pay nine marks. For incest between relatives in the third or fourth gen-
eration, pay twelve ore. 
Whosoever sins against nature, pay to the bishop nine marks. 
6. With the consent of the Canons do we establish this rule, and by the 
authority of privileges accorded the church before our time, and to thi end is 
our seal and the seal of our chapter affixed to this letter. 
Given under my hand in the year of our Lord twelve hundred and eighty-
one. 
It is clear that this ordinance is written in a language quite different from 
the re t of the law. The peculiar constructions and easy flow of the lnnguag-c 
evidence a late date. 
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V.....£STGOTA KYRKIOR. 
Tbe C/Jurches of l'JLsterg<Jtland. 1) 
In Wadsbo county, fifty-three churches; in \alla, twelve; in kAninga, 
twenty-three: in KAkind, fifteen, Gudbem county has twenty-five; Wartofta, 
fifteen; Redvii.g, twenty-fl ve; Vilske, twelve; Frokind, seven; s, seventeen. 
Mo county bas twelve; Kind twenty-nine; Mark, twenty-four; Veden, eight 
and Ballebygd, three. Gii.sene county haa twenty-three; Kinda., twenty-eight; 
KA.Hand , twenty-seven; Al, four; Barne, fifteen; Viste, ten; se, elrven; 
Flundre, five and Bjorke, five. La.eke county bas eight; Kullings twenty-four: 
Vii.tie, five, Ale, ten, ii.h'eda.I, four; .\skim, five and on Bisingen 2) are two 
churches. 
1) The super ription is added by late band in the 11ixteenth century. In 
cod. B. this pa.rt comes immediately after ringlot. In cod. G. where this part 
is written in La.tin it carries the superscription: Numerus eccl iarum terre 
Wes~o ie ( hlyter). 
2) Hisingen: An Island near Gothenburg. 
ERRATA. 
Here are noted ome of the mi print that are m t mi leading. Le r 
errors the n>ader will pleru;e cor t. 
Page 37. Lin 12 from top of page th word "oath' at the end of n-
tence ahould be lert out. 
Page :11. LinP 11 from bottom of page th word "and" aftt>r "tried'' 
ehould read •·on". 
Pagi> 40. Line 1 from top of page the word "or" after floe bould read 
"of''. 
Page 40. Lin 3 from bottom of page th word ·•stjols'' hould read 
.. tj1Pls". 
Pl\!(e 4 7. . · ote 1 at bottom of p hould I th 
feast" in paragraph 4, and n t 2 a bottom of pa 
pla of not 1 after "bla k bit", paragraph 5. 
P 72. Th number 3 in th 1 v nth line from thP bottom of th page 
;;. 
7 . Th tion beginning: ".\ man find~" hould 1 numl red 14 . 
